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rangeley t a v e r n

SOLD AT AUCTION
Two Well Known Rangeley Men
Considering the Purchase.

ment of which the trust deed was
given as security.
The tavern was
built about five years ago at a cost
above $30,000.
W e understand that Mr. Herrick
has no intentions of running
the
hotel himself and that he is looking
for purchasers.
N. H. Ellis
and
James IVfathieson are each consider
ing the matter of purchasing. It is
a finely arranged and equipped house
The evening passenger train from
and Rangeley people as well as the Farmington into Phillips en route to
public at large are anxiously await Rangeley, Tuesday, was delayed about
ing the opening of the hotel.
one hour on account of a wreck near
Beedy’s crossing just above the-village.
O B IT U A R Y
Extra engines Nos. 21 and 7, were
coming from No 6 branch with 25 cars
Mr. Daniel Brown, whose death
loaded with white birch and spruce
occurred Wednesday, Jan. 28, was
pulp,
when a defect in the rails caused
born in New Sharon March 10, 1835,
the derailment of 11 cars.
the son of John and Mary Williamson
W. H. Caswell with a wrecking crew
Brown and spent the most of
his
from
the railroad shop was soon on the
boyhood days in New Sharon and In
dustry.
In 1858 he was united in spot. Fortunately only slight damage
marriage to Miss Fidelia Benson of was done to the track and none to the
Madison and to this union were born rolling stock, and only one stick of
six children, all living hut one, Mrs. birch and a bundle of lathes were dump
Mary Wing, who died several years ed into the ditch.

WRECK OF
FREIGHT TRAIN

SCHOOL NOTES

Slight Damage, and One Hour’s
Delay of Passenger Train.

M* R. Keyes, Miss L lira Dennjspn,
W- M. Piayson, teachers.

REMINGTON
UM C

C LU B
SHOT SHELLS
“ The Shell W ith a Nickname”
E’RE proud of the fact that gunners have
nick-named our black powder loads. To go
around the country and hear them talk about
“The Old Reliable Yellow Shells" feels as good as a
cheery greeting and a slap on the back.

W

New Club Shells are really the premier black powder
shells o f this country—Standard for over 50 years.
The No. 2 Primer gives a snappy ignition—surer and
quicker than you usually find in black pow der shells.
For results in your shooting:, rifle or shotgun—get Remi:ngrton-

UMC ammunition—with the Red Ball Mark on every/ box.

E

Ask the livest dealer in this community.

i them.

Remington Arm s-U nion Metallic Cartridge Co.

299 Broadway
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1 Mountain View House
Mountain View, Maine
For further particulars write or address

L. E. BO W LEY,
I Mountain View,
*
«
®

Maine.

G R A N T ’S

CAM PS.
K E N N E B A G O , M A IN E
£
We do not approve of the hunters’ license this fall, but we do not
believe that it will keep everyone out of Maine. Our camps will be open
all the season. Trains every day.

The most wonderful hunting in Maine is on the

BLAKESLEE P R E SE R V E OF 30,000 ACRES.
We guarantee you a shot at a deer. Birds are more numerous than
ever before. If you want real hunting, write
JOE WHITE, Eustis, Maine, for booklet and particulars.
Skinner. Maine after October 1.

W here Are You Planning to Spend
Your Vacation the Goming Season?
Do you know that the R A N G E L E Y L A K E S A N D DEAD
RIVER REGION situated on a high tableland in northern M AINE,
is an ideal country in the SUM MER S E A S O N , being about 2,000
feet above the sea level with magnificent mountain scenery,
spring water, pure air, and the best o f accommodations, from a
Palatial, fashionable hotel to the modest but clean and comfortable
cabin.

The SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD

Publishes a booklet descriptive of this territory, which contains
Peat little map of this whole region. It is yours for the asking.
Address
F. N. BERL, G. P. H., Phillips, Maine.

a

“ HOUSEWARMING”
AT PARISH HOUSE
All Are Invited to Come and
Bring Their Friends.

It is pleasing to note the interest
that is being taken in the High
All inhabitants of Phillips and vi
school by the citizens this year.
cinity are earnestly invited to be
At the beginning of the fall term
present at the “ Housewarming” on
a first, second and third prize of
Monday evening, February 9, at 8
$5, $3 and $2 respectively, was of
o’clock when the new Parish House
fered for the students obtaining the
will be opened to the public.
The
highest rank in general history for
vestry near the Union churcli has
the school year.
Recently a first
received an extensive addition and
and second prize of $3 and $2 re
has in other ways been remodelled
spectively have been offered for the
and will now be used by the Feder
best 600 word theme on the recent
ated Church and Parish for a Parish
history of Mexico.
House.
Friday night the boys went to Wil
It is especially desirable that
ton and were defeated by a score
there be a large attendance on Mon
of 38 to 25.
The game was fast
day evening.
Plan to be present
from start to finish.
Reed
and
and bring your friends with you. A
Adams led their teams in scoring;
program consisting of solos and or
Kempton and Croteau did fine work
chestra music will be given promptly
for the Phillips team. The improve
at 8 o’clock.
ment shown in playing since Barker
Mrs. Jennie Clazie of California and began coaching has led the boys to
I T ’S CO M IN G
Mrs. Nellie Wing, with whom he had believe that they stand an even show
j lived most of the time for the past with other good teams.
I
\five years, and who most faithfully
Principal Keyes and Linwood Swett (Written specially for the Loyal
Temperance Legion)
represent the
cared fpr him in his last days. Mr. were in Strong to
Brown was twice married, his sec school in a meeting held by the We’re going to have a Legion
Do you know?
ond wife being Mrs. Lucy Hutchins, North Franklin Speaking Association. What is it?
who survives him.
To this union It was decided that the speaking con- A ^ o y a l Temperance Legion brave
Kingfield, To fight the world’s great foe.
were born two boys Alvah, and Ir I test should he held at
We’re just a lot of soldiers,
vin Brown both living in
North j April 17.
Wayne.
Besides his wife, children
The Lycpum met in the sehool- True temperance girls and boys
and grandchildren, he
leaves to ; room Friday afternoon and the fol “ What can they do” ? somebody asks
mourn their loss, one sister, Mrs. lowing program was carried out: Well, we can make a noise.
Adam Young of Kansas City, and Report of secretary read and ac- I guess you know that, don’t you?
one brother, Luther Brown of New |cepted; current events, school; re Perhaps you wish that we
Mural Would sometimes make a little less
Sharon, who was unable to be pres citation, Berilla McKenzie^
But we mean all right, you see.
Jacobs;
essays,
Hilda
Whitney,
ent at the funeral owing to illness.
The funeral was held Friday after Reynold Graffam; debate: Resolved And if you listen, quiet,
noon at the home of his daughter, that United States should take im You’ll find this noise we’ll make
Mrs. Bion Wing, Rev. H. A. Childs mediate action for control of the Will set the people thinking some
of Rangeley preaching the sermon. government of Mexico. Affirmative, And keep them wide awake.
The body was taken to New Sharon |Feme Gould, Arthur Aldrich; nega We surely need a Legion
Saturday for burial, Messrs. Bert tive, Patia Moores, Henry T~'”-in. To battle sin and wrong,
and Frank Brown accompanying the The affirmative won on the merits of For boys and girls can do a lot
the argument and the negative on the To help the work along.
remains.
So we are going to have one
merits of the question.
And oh! how proud you’ll be
|
Friday
night
the
basket
ball
team
MRS. ELVIRA BANGS
played Rumford High.
The game When you, within its loyal ranks,
was close and exciting, keeping the Your own dear children see.
On Tuesday morning, January 27,
I’ts coming pretty soon, now
spectators on their feet, jumping and
Mrs. Elvira Bangs, an aged and highly
shouting.
’ The visitors were fast' So cheer the girls and boys;
respected member o f the community
but their team work was not as good j Help us to get a good, fair start,
of Phillips, passed away.
as that of the Phillips boys. ^ The! Then listen for the noise.
Mrs. Bangs was the widow o f the
The Loyal Temperance Legion
score stood at the end of the first
late William T. Bangs, and was born in half 16 to 10 in favor of Phillips and meets (to-day) Thursday at the
Phillips, passing away from her home
The object of
27 to 25 in favor of Phillips at the Methodist church.
town at the age of 74 years.
j end of the last half. This victory, this Legion shall be the building up
She had been in poor health for sev the first in three years over Rum- of character, the educating of the
eral years and had endured much phy fcrd, was due in a large measure to boys and girls in the principles of
sical weakness, although only really i the efficient coaching that Barker total abstinuence and purity, and
confined to her room but a few weeks. has been giving the team for
the the training of them to become ef
Mrs. Bangs was well known in the last three or four weeks.
ficient workers along all lines of re
community where she has lived her
form.
whole life, and is spoken of very highly
It is hoped the boys and girls
as a good neighbor and a devoted moth,
will take a special interest in the
WELD
er and her loss is deeply mourned. She
meetings.
The following officers
was of a quiet, retiring disposition, de
were elected for the first
three
Feb. 3.
months:
Pres., Hazel Sargent;
voting her life to the home and the
H. E. Aldricdi of Wilton supplied vice pres., Hilda Dyer; secretary, Ha
bringing up of her children, six of
at the Union church Sunday.
zel Webber; treas., Mildred Kemp
whom survive, one dying in infancy.
C. A. Hardy was in Livermore ton; Libr'-rian, Fern Gould; organist,
The children are Mrs. Lizzie Crockett
Olive Ross.
of Everett, Mass.; William H. Bangs, Falls a few days last week.
Mrs. Clara Sanborn and
sister,
Mrs. Harry F. Beedy, Fred C. Bangs,
Mrs. Harry E. Bell and George D. |Mrs. Allen, were in Rumford one day G O V E R N O R F E R N A L D FOR C O N 
GRESS.
Bangs, residing in Phillips, all of whom |recently.
Herbert Soule of Rumford visited
ministered to their mother tenderly
Republicans all over the Second
last
and faithfully, doing all for her com at Winfield Soule’s one day
Congressional District are urging
week.
fort that loving hands could do.
Mrs. Margaret McKeen went
to Ex-Governor Bert M. Fernald of Po
Throughout her illness she seemed to
land to he a candidate for the Re
rely greatly upon her eldest daughter, Wilton for a few days recently.
F. A. Perkins will return to An publican nomination for representa
Mrs. Crockett, who came to her moth,
tive to congress.
Mr. Fernald lias
er when her health began to fail and dover to-day.
Amber Conant has gone to Augus not yet consented, but will doubt
remained with her dpring the years of
less if there is an indication of gen
her illness, the mother never feeling ta to work.
The many friends of Dr. C. E. eral desire that lie should do so.
satisfied unless this daughter was by
Proctor are glad to see him on our Governor Fernald is known by his
her side.
record as a man of progressive views
Mrs. Bangs is also survived by one streets again.
Mrs. Edna Metcalf has gone to and action, and a thorough believer
sister, Mrs. Mary Bangs.
in the prohibitory law.
The funeral service was held at her Lewiston for a few days.
Mrs. Dora Winter has
returned
late home on Tuesday afternonn, Jan
Tonic in Scant. of Lavender.
home from Lewiston and Dixfield.
uary 29, conducted by Miss Crowell,
If you are a martyr to neuralgia or
F. S. Schofield and E. E. Payne
pastor of the Methodist Episcopal
headaches you may envy the people
are at Farmington this week.
church. Two beautiful selections of
who
prepare lavender for sale. Laven
Harold Hutchinson is
hauling
music were rendered by Miss Cora
der, indeed, is an excellent tonic for
shovel blocks from No. 6 to Byron.
anyone who is run down. Doctors fre
Wheeler and Mrs. Pierce.
Mrs. A. E. Parker is improving.
quently recommend people suffering
The body was laid to rest beside the
Tainter and Skofield are cutting from nervous breakdown to get a job
husband’s in the family lot in Ever
lumber on the Twaddle place.
at gathering or distilling this fragrant
green cemetery.
Two dowel machines have been plant.
The floral offerings were very beau
installed at the mill of Swett &
tiful.
Kneeland and more will be put in
F ar Outstrips Mother Country.
operation as soon as possible.
Canada is nearly thirty times a*
Mrs. R. G. Dummer was in Port large as Great Britain and Ireland, the
land recently.
total area of the Dominion being only
B. W. Houghton has gone to Whit- 237,000 square miles less than the
and moths wanted for colleges. Highest prices paid. Outdoor
summer work. Get complete book o f instructions and details.
Send 2c stamp. JAMES SINCLAIR, Entomologist, Dept. 9r insville to visit friends.
whole continent of Europe.

Elmer E. Richards, Esq., appoint
ed trustee of the Rangeley Tavern
corporation to fill a vacancy caused
by the withdrawal of the Rangeley
Trust Co., went to Rangeley, Thurs
day, and on Friday sold at public
auction all his right, title and inter
est in the Rangeley Tavern to Eu
gene I. Herrick for $11,100.
The
sale included all the lots or parcels
of land granted by Ella V. Marble,
certain real estate deeded to Mr.
Richards by the Tavern .Co., and
all its o th e r property real and per
sonal, and was made because of the
default in payment of the interest
coupons due July 1, 1913, upon an
issue of fifteen thousand dollars par
value of bonds issued by the Range- ago.
The remaining five
are,
ley Tavern Corporation for the pay Charles Brown of Haverhill, Mass., Frank of Starks, Bert of Rangeley,
The R em in g to n
Cuba fi n d them
th e
c l o a e at
sh o o tin g black
p o w d e r sh ells.
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PRICE 4 C E N T S

BUTTERFLIES

L ob

Angeles Gal.
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Mark Arie, Shooting

MAHLIN TRAP GUN
Won the

SUNNY SOUTH HANDICAP
W on H igh General Average

\ 1140
x 1205-94.6
W on High Amateur Average |
per cent.
Won Sunny South Handicap
—
94 x 100
From 22 Yards.

Mark Arie knows guns and knows trap-shooting require
ments. He made the 1913 season’s high amateur average
(broke 96.17 per cent of 1650 registered targets). After
thorough study, Mr. Arie recently selected the Marlin ham
merless as the best practical trap gun obtainable.
He bought a No. 28 D Marlin trap gun— gave it its first
try-out at the big 6-day shoot at Houston last week— the
above winnings testify to his good judgment.
“ A wise man profits by the experience of others” — you
will buy a Marlin sooner or later— why not enjoy its benefits
now?
H. H. Shannon of New York won the 6th Annual Amateur
Championship of Long Island Sound on Jan. 17th— high
over all— “ beating the best metropolitan gunners of the
year” . He used a No. 28 T Marlin trap gun.
W e can furnish a specially built trap gun, 26 to 32-inch
ribbed or matted barrels, buttstock to specifications, 15 days
after receipt of order, if necessary. Regular grades ship
ped immediately.
Write us today for information regarding trap guns.

bills available until
July 1, 1914,
106.81
Salary of Chairmanand One Assoc
iate Cammissioner.
Appropriation for 1913,
$3,000.00
Expenditures,
$3,000.00

98.01
Express and freight,
308.06
Miscellaneous,
35,342.70
Warden service,
13,601.99
Wardens’ expenses,
Boats and wardens’ outfit,
585.96
Mounting and state
1,947.77
exhibits,
133.90
State camps,
70.92
Licenses refunded,
4.50
Damage to crops,
712.10
Costs and legal expenses,
3,040.18
Auburn hatchery,
1,935.67
Belgrade hatchery,
1,948.13
Caribou hatchery,
1,445.76
Enfield hatchery,
2,292.79
Mooseliead hatchery,
5,382.16
Moxie hatchery,
3,176.66
Monmouth hatchery,
3,434.42
Oquossoc hatchery,
■ 2,246.39
Sebago hatchery,
3,039.45
Knox County hatchery,
Gen’I. Supt. of hatcheries'
770.00
salary,
Gen’l. Supt. of hatcheries’
676.99
expenses,
Posting and publishing
120.31
notices,
Balance to pay 1913 bills
12,225.21
until July 1, 1914,

Unexpended balance,
Salary of Clerk.
Appropriation for 1913,
Expenditures,
Unexpended balance,

0000.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
0000.00

D E P A R T M E N T OF IN L A N D F IS H E R *

IES AND GAME.
Cash Received During the Year 1913
and Paid to the State Treas
urer.

Europe.
Of the extinct fishes,' the ichthyo
sasurus is the best known and
remains have been discovered
various parts of Europe, Cuvier de
clared that it possessed “the snotr
of a dolphin, the teeth of a croco
dile, the head and breast bone of 4
lizard, the paddle of a whale or dol
phin and the vertebra of a flgw |
After such a description the ichthyo- i
saurus (fish lizard) became the naufc
of a tribe of monsters. It flourished
in the age of reptiles and is not a
member of the family of oldest fog.
sils.
There are fish that resemble
modern sharks and they lived in %
Paleozoic age, dating back a fe*
million years before the# age of reptiles, which is reckoned at from 15
to 20 million years ago.
Both the mastodon and .the wool!;
rhinoceros at one time lived in North
America.
These animals being
mammals, are of the Miocene period
of the Tertiary (third) epoch of the
world’s history, which is intermediate
between the ages of 150,000 years
ago and the age of several million
years back, it being the period pre
ceding the ice age.
Some excellent
specimens have been found in Kan
sas and several are shown in the
National museum.
Fossil remains
of the great Irish deer have been
found in the shell maid and clay
under the peat in Ireland.
This
animal lived during the time of tin
mammoth and was very large, the
antlers of cne specimen found meas
uring 12 feet across.

Fines received by treasurer, $463 .48
Resident guides’ licenses,
(1895 @ $1.)
$1,895 00
Non-resident guides’ licenses,
(13 @ $20.)
260 00
Hunters and Trappers’
licenses, (527 @ $5.)
2,635 00
Camp proprietors’ licenses,
(101 @ $5.)
505 00
$100,150.00
County dealers In skins,
(27 @ $5.)
135 00
BOUNTIES ON BOB-CATS
State dealers in skins,
Appropriation for
(12 @ $ 10.)
120 00
1913,
$1,000.00
Non-resident and U. F. B.
Appropriation for
dealers in skins, (8 @ $10.) 80 00
1913,
500.00
Marketmen licenses,
150 00
Comms.
to
take
birds,
nests
$1,500.00
and eggs, (1@ $5.)
5 oo
Payments 274 claims .
Taxidermists’ licenses,
44 00
@ $2.00
$548.00
Bird hunting licenses,
Payments 131 claims
New Haven, Conn.
33Willow St.,
(825 issued,)
4,064 55
@ $4.00
524.00
Hunting licenses after Oct. 1,
R E P O R T S P A Y M E N T OF FINE
(1174 issued,)
28,587 59
$1,072.00 Hunting licenses exchanged,
Game Warden M. C. Morrill reportproprietors show that they entertain Unexpended balance for
(89 issued,)
1,768 80 ed last week to the office of the
ed 4187 resident guests and 4805 non
1913 claims available
U. F. B. hunting licenses,
State Commission of Inland Fisher
resident guests, 1071 of these being
until July 1, 1914.
(23 issued,)
34 50 ies and Game the payment of a $40
hunters.
Number of deer consumed
428.00 Transportation license tags,
854 .01 fine by Charles Sanborn of Naples,
in these camps, 180.
Number
of
•
Miscellaneous,
2,030 07 who pleaded nolo Tuesday at the
deer bought for consumption at these BOUNTIES ON BEARS— FRANKLIN
Fines received by F. & G., 5,255 77 superior court on charge of killing a
COUNTY
camps, 49.
Dealers in fur-bearing animals
deer in close season last year.
Appropriation for 1913,
$100.00
HUNTERS AND TRAPPERS
skins, (173@ $2.)
346 00
30.00 Dealers in deer skins,
Reports received from 350 of the Payments, 6 claims @ $5.00
licensed hunters and trappers show Unexpended balance for 1913
M R . H E P B U R N ’S T H R E E LEGS
(under new law,)
605 00
claims available until
that the following fur-bearing animal
July 1, 1914,
70.00j
were taken by virtue of their licen-!
$50,148.77
At the New Haven, (Conn.,) Ge
Below will be found the fourth ses: Bear, 16; fox, 844; mink, j Bounties on Bears—Oxford County! Since settlement was made
with IClub Shoot, January 17, Melvin Her
and last installment of the complete 1406; skunk, 431; otter, 72; sable,: Appropriation for 1913,
$100.001the state treasurer nearly $2,000. has!
report of Fish and Game Department 79; weasel, 2840;' fisher, marten or; Payments, 1 claim @ $5,
5.00 been received from agents who were burn using a Marlin .hammerless to;
gun, won the final leg of the handi
black-cat, 271; raccoon, 171; lynx, j Unexpended balance for 1913
for the year.
unable to make final reports before! cap race for the Stevens Trophy
18; muskrat, 3201; bob-cat, 67; er-I
claims available until
December 31.
This made three out of the foe
REPORTS OF LICENSES
July 1, 1914,
95.00 The total number of bird licenses!
mine, 81.
legs won by Mr. Hepburn, and fare
GUIDES
DEALERS IN DEER SKINS
Bounties on Bears—Washington and, issued, therefore, was 827; big game:
him high total score, for which be
Reports received from 1620 guides
Reports received from 73 of the j
Hancock Counties
licenses 1345.
Total receipts
for!
show that they guided 67,105 daya, licensed dealers in deer skins
and 1Appropriation for 1913,
$500.00 non-resident hunting licenses issued! was awarded the trophy—a handsome
watch fob.
during this time guiding 7761 non deer heads show that they purchased |Payments 71 claims @ $5,
355.00 in 1913, $36,414.34.
residents and 4285 residents, 2412 by virtue of their licenses, 5484 deei IUnexpended balance for 1913
This handicap competition was so
of these being hunters.
skins and 104 deer heads. Average1
claims available until
FISHING
INDUSTRY AT
ELLS strongly contested that in shootttt
They report that the parties they : price of deer skins 75 cents. Average!
the first leg three shooters tied fa
July 1, 1914,
$145.00
WORTH.
have guided killed 2391 deer,
46 price of deer heads $1.18.
high, and two of these made perfefl
Maintenance and additions
moose and 21 bear.
scores in the first shoot-off, M
r.
MARKETMEN
to museum, appropriation
Ellsworth has a fishing industry |
213 report moose more plentiful than i Reports received from 31 of the
for 1913,
$1,000.001 which, according to the American,! Ilepburn winning out only by brtti
last year.
licensed marketmen show that they |Payments in 1913,
998.91! has gradually grown from such a ing 25 straight in the second shooi
466 report moose less plentiful than bought by virtue of their licenses,!
off.
It’s “ some shooting” when
modest beginning to its present con
last year.
have to break 75 targets riraight fc
377 deer for sale at retail to their Unexpended balance for 1913
siderable proportions that few realize,
334 report deer more plentiful than I local customers.
order to win a 25 bird event. |
bills available until
it—from a half-frozen bey flat on his
last year.
TAXIDERMISTS
it is worthy of note that Mr. Jan
July 1, 1914,
1.09; stomach peering through a hole in
440 report deer less plentiful than j Reports from 38 of the licensed j
who made second high total score, 31
Printing and binding annual
the
ice
or
feeling
about
t’
.
ie
rocks!
last year.
taxidermists show that they
havei
report appropriation
with a jig hook for an occasional1x 100 also used a Marlin hammer!®
688 report partridge more plentiful Imounted the following
specimens: |
for 1913,
$250.00 frost fish, to a man with a dip net; trap gun; and Messrs. Baldwin |L
than last year.
Deer, 9; deer heads, 989;, moose, 11; j This appropriation was placed
taking as high as ten barrel® ~ day Chamberlain who tied for the, oelT
187 report partridge less plentiful moose heads, 71; bear, 18;
deer|
in the appropriation bill
of
the same fish, but commercially j leg not won by Mr. Hepburn tote
'than last year.
hides, 63; moose hides, 73; miscel-j
These Muih
by error of the finance
known
as tom-cods instead of frost used Marlin guns.
They report 10 moose killed when! laneous birds, 564; fish, 287; fox, 11; j
scores show conclusively why tie
committee
fish.
There
are
but
half
a
dozen;
with other guides.
gray squirrel, 48; raccoon, 24; bear i
men engaged in this fishing in Ells Marlin gun is held in high honor in
They report 293 deer killed
when! rugs, 16; bear heads, l ; - f o x heads, Unexpended balance lapsed to
worth, and their principal
fishing! its home town.
treasurer,
$260,001
with other guides.
1; fox rugs, 3; dogs, °; deer feet, Feeding Pond at the Knox County ground is among the rocks at the! Full details of Marlin trap P1’
'They report 1 bear killed when with 3 sets; moose feet, 2 sets; bob-cats, (
Hatchery—Camden
foot of the big dam. Something like will be sent to any of our reader
other guides.
2; beaver, 1; hares, 3; red squirrels, IAppropriation for 1913,
$500.00
200 to 250 barrels of tcni-cods have1who will write The Marlin FirencThey report 65 moose killed by per-1 8; weasel, 20;. mink, 12; woodchuck,
Payments in 1913,
496.32 j been shipped from Ellsworth so fa r1Co., 33 Willow St., New
HOTL
sons employing no guide.
1; rabbits, 4; white hedgehog, 1; ; Unexpended balance for 1913
this season, and many more will fol Conn.
They report 1744 deer killed by per otter, 1; chipmunk, 1.
bills available until
low.
The fish bring about $1.50 a j
sons employing no guide.
DEALERS IN THE SKINS OF THE
July
1,
1914,
•
3.68
barrel.
Only a few years ago this
296 report that they did not guide
S U B S C R IB E FOR M A IN E WOODS.
FUR-BEARING ANIMALS
same place furnished many barrels,
Screening Shiloh Pond— Franklin
this season.
Reports received from 132 of the
County.
of eels, but after trying unsuccess-1
CAMP PROPRIETORS
dealers in the skins of the fur-bear
$150.00 ; fully for two or three years to get
Reports received from 79
camp ing animals show that they purchas-| Appropriation for 1913,
Army-Navy Audio# B*P*
have
Payments in 1913,
000.00; up over the big dam. they
5U POLES $ 3 .0 0 op S F U n irO H O p *
SIkm-h, pr. 1.HS “ Aro.y
IS.
ed the following skins by virtue of
ceased running, according to one of
TEAM HARNESS 2 1 . 8 8 “
“ llU M tS K O f.
Lt-gglns, Pair................. 1 8 “
‘ ' S word*...... ■*.
their licenses:
Bear skins, 50; Unexpended balance for 1913 '
the fishermen.
T E X T S ...................“ 8 .8 3 “
“ 7 Sh*tC«iifc£f*
Colts Cal. 45, Revolvers.. . .$ 7 .5 0 up* Cartnfc*]*
lynx skins, 5; bob-cat skins, 53; fox
bills available until
Sp’ Deld Mauser Rj.’ i’g Riile n .8 5
Cuw&,l» ,
Arm y Brcrch Loading Rifl»
CofHg*;
skins, 1552; mink skins, 119; marten
July 1, 1914,
150.00j R E P T IL E S
AND
F IS H OF
THE
4 * 0 Lars*
C Y C M )|>EDI A CATAW**'
5,0'X) 11ju*trations.
BEST BOOK PIBUS0 ’
skins, 68; sable skins, 3;
weasel Screening Allen Pond
in
Greene;
PA S T. i
. W A R W E A P O N S mailed « S «.
skins, 939; ermine skins, 160; musk Appropriation for 1913,
F r a n c i s B a n n c r m a n , SOI n r o a d w a y . J M M P
$150.00i
rat skins, 10,949; otter skins, 30; Payments in 1^13,
95.11
The largest known find of an ex
raccoon skins, 1107; skunk
skins,
tinct monster is the giantosaurus, a
4181; house-cat skins, 66.
Unexpended balance fer 1913
huge lizard, dug up in German East
bills available until
Africa about a year ago. The skel
Maine W oods conducts a firstFinancial S tatem ent December
31,
July 1, 1914,
54.89 eton was almost complete and meas
G. YV. PICK EL, i
class Job Department. It is well
1913 fo r the year 1913.
Screening Canaan Lake
ures 160 feet in length.
It was
TAXIDERMIST
Appropriation for 1913,
$400.00|found in the lower cretaceous rocks
Dealer in Sporting Goods, Fishing I^*1
equipped with modern type and
Indian
Moccasins,
Baskets and Souvenirs. „„
Fish and Game.
Payments in 1913,
400.00 and must have lived from seven to R A N G E L E Y .
.
Md>*
Appropriation
for
fish
machinery, and is in charge of
ten millions of years ago.
The
and game,
$100,000.00
Unexpended balance,
000.00i creature was herbivorous, as shown
experienced men.
Received for sale
Screening Squaw Pond Lake in Aroos by its teeth, and is supposed to have
They are made for '
of fish eggs sold to
took County.
lived an aquatic life.
Several very
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
No matter what you need in
state of New Jersey, 150.00
Known the world over for excel
Appropriation for 1913,
$250.00 large extinct dinosaurs have been
the way of Job Printing, you
lence. Illustrated catalogue freePayments in 1913.
000.00 found in the United States.
The
$100,150.00
most
noted
cf
these
was
discovered
send it to
Payments in 1913
Unexpended balance for 1913
in 1900, when the Carnegie expedi Monmouth,
Commissioners’ expenses,
$904.61
bills available until
tion, (searching for fossils in Wyom
Clerk’s expenses.
42.59
July 1, 1914,
$250.00 ing) unearthed an almost complete FREE INFORMATION ON HOWW
Cierk hire,
2,146.31 Screening Gardner’s Lake,— Washing skeleton of a diplodocus, about 87
DO TAN NIN G-Send for our iH®*
Telephone and telegraph,
228.53
ton County.
feet long.
It has been mounted in trated circulars; on taxidermist won
IPostage,
529.68 Appropriation for 1913,
$350.00 the museum at Pittsburg. Mr. Car custom tanning and manufacturing c
Stationery, printing and
Payments in 1913,
243.19 negie later presented reproductions ladies’ furs, robes, coats, rugs, g!°Te'
binding,
1,605.11
of this skeleton to five of the lead and mittens, from the trapfer fowfE
Office supplies,
155.14 Unexpended balance for 1913
ing patural history museums of er. W. W. Weaver, Reading, Mich.

7%e T ffaiJziz fire a rm s Co.

GAME DEPARTMENT
ANNUAL REPORT

Total of 4,644,115 Fish Planted in
1913 and Over $50,000 Col
lected in Fees and Fines.
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JOB PRINTING

TAXIDERMISTS

“Monmouth Moccasins”
M. L. GETCHEIX CO.,

MAINE WOODS,
Phillips, Maine
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VIEWS OF CONN.
SPORTSMAN

gladden the heart and eye of the
wielder of some bewitching rod, as
he or she draws him safely to the
landing net to admire him o’er, and
o’er.

more cases of typhoid fever, while
the Indians at the same time can
enjoy pure water.
The schools on Old Town Indian
island have been successfully taught
Shipping fish eggs to be hatched by Sisters Ernestine and Dominica.
Be
ime
and planted in other waters instead
The principal improvement made o
Moose
Than
of being spawned and hatched ac the island this year has been the
cording to nature’s way, appears to painting of the church and convent,
the novice a little like robbing Peter each receiving two coats at a cost
to pay Paul.
But 1 expect the nat of about $200.
East Hampton, Conn.,
ural enemies of the spawn and the
The appropriations for the past
Jan. 20, 1914.
small fry after hatching are a little year were as follows:
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
more destructive than the artificial Interest on Tribe’s fund,
$5,,012.95
Please fin d inclosed $1.00 for your way.
But ice fishing is deleterious Agricultural purposes,
850.00
But Maine Annuity,
Maine Woods.
To save the game do to the breeding season.
1,700.00
not require a resident license. Use winters are long as the ice goes out Bounty on crops,
400.00
tie red H 44-40 block powder
car- in May.
Salary of teachers,
1, 000.00
tridge in a single shot rifle.
Use
When we first made our first trip Incidental expenses for ti.e
the single shot trap gun similar to to Maine there was no license law
schools (including the salary
T, R. Adolph for bird shooting. Use on game.
Game was plenty in a ll; of the superintendent of
the H. V. or High Power Club
for new territory and so were fish, fre e ! island schools at $50} and
hilling hear.
One favorite
writer sport.
Truly those were the good! books and supplies,
550.00
whose pen name appears to be a old days.
Then we did not hesi Salary of agent of the tribe,
500.00
little illusive when connected
with tate to pay the guides from $15. toj Salary of governor of tribe,
500.00
the festive fly tells us that 920,000 $25. for their wild woods experience j Salary of the lieutenant gover
square tailed trout eggs taken from and their very enjoyable company.! nor of the tribe,
50.00
Maine and Massachusetts hatcheries Then came the $10 license law fol Constable for police purposes, 200.00
when hatched, made a great showing lowed by the $15 and the climax
of j Roman Catholic priest,
200.00
This last addition has appar-! Superintendent of farming,
and grew and grew and we hope arei $25.
25.00
still grow ing for they were planted ently suggested the bow and the cam I Medicine and medical atten
in Cold Stream, Upper Dam, Middle] era and the H. V. Club.
dance upon the tribe,
1,100.00
All praise to Joe, who possibly Shore rentals, 15 per cent, of
Dam brooks and other fine
trout
waters tributary to Kennebago. But thought like Ben Franklin that we
shore rentals to be appropria
at the lake and brookside is where j were “ paying too much for our whist
ted and allowed for the use
As reported by the fish
and
the tooth sometimes slips from the! le.’’
of municipal purposes, includ
nail. T h en u-r-r.
game department the total license
ing hydrants,
2,532.50
300.00
On a black November afternoon received from the non-resident hunt Five hundred feet of liose,
j when all nature seems so drear with er amounted to $36,414.34 and $500.- Two wells and pump appro
priation,
450.00
the mountains stripped of their frost 00 in fees and fines, a very hand
Stumpage,
50.00
ed leafy glory; while the sun is dis some margin for the income tax.
If this hunting right was owned by
appearing behind those westeri sum
$15,090.45
mits, and a cool wind blowing briskly the actual land owners or by some Total,
THE EXPENDITURES.
down the lake and o ’er the thin and wealthy hunting club, then add to
The expenditures during the past
crusted snow, where the shore icej the above figures all of the licensed
Maijie to California year were as follows:
was slowly forming, reminding us
of| income from
$3,185.64
be approach of winter and that our then you can obtain some idea what Sick and infirm,
61.50
allotted time was near the homeward our game is worth, and what it cost Burial expenses,
trip, and that we must soon use to hunt. But the dignity of a state Wood, wood-hauling and coal,
1,298.17
our vacation tickets to Boston and piust and shall he honored; $500.00
Contingent expenses,
340.95
beyond, we were standing in the sid in fees and fines.
850.00
ing of one of the best hunting and |Oh! You poacher, poacher, poacher; Agricultural purposes,
1,436.61
Ming roads crossing the wold lands You encroaelier, croaclier, croaeher,. |Annuity,
You must be, sharper, charper
Bounty on crops,
320.47
of Maine.
*
charper.
Salary of teachers,
1,000.00
Near this road there was a hand - .
some mountain lake once famed for Oh! Are we jealous, jealous, jealous j Schools and public buildings, 500.00
Salary of superintendent of
its square tails and land locked. Just For they tell us, tell us, tell us,
schools,
50.00
as we were about starting for camp, That you lead us on the revenue.
You say there is to be some im Salary of agent of the tribe, 500.00
t well knowm voice called out; “ wait
awhile, we are expecting 20,000 squar I portant changes in the game law. 11 Salary of the governor of
100.00
tails down on this train and should would like to suggest that you make I the tribe,
like help about unloading and dis-| the legal limit on moose horns larg-; Salary of the lieutenant gover
nor of the tribe,
50.00
tributing. We replied, “ we are with er, to enable the hunter to he certain
that he is not, while in the dark I Salary of the policeman for
you.”
200.00
There were five cans passed off j growth, killing cow moose to waste j the tribe,
Open season
o n ! Roman Catholic priest,
200.00
with some advice about planting! where they fall.
25.00
taem. I should think there
were bulls Nov. 10 to Dec. 15, license $10., Superintendent of farming,
aear 1500 of them or about the same Then no moose can be legally shot j Medicine and medical
1,160.00
number in each can, we usually or shipped out without a special li- j attendance,
This will be much fairer! Shore rentals, 385 shares
lake when ice fishing.
All were dis cense.
to | per capita,
2,156.00
appointed.
The train was late. The to the hunter who only wishes
it Shore rentals, municipal, . 222.21
ice had formed ten feet from the bunt deer and birds alone, and
landing. The waves were slopping will protect the bulls fully as well as i Six hundred feet of fire hose, 354.00
450.00
, over it. The gloom of evening was the law now protects the cow m oose.! Two wells and pumps,
Sincerely yours,
Total,
$15,090.45
spreading over the lake.
Who can
F. I. W.
blame if those fish did slip off from
K IL L E D B E A R W IT H K N IF E
that icy ledge on that wild night.
T R IB E
IS
But in years to come, some skilled P E N O B S C O T IN D IA N
“ Reading of heroic women, recalled
IN C R E A S IN G IN N U M B E R .
-andler of the supple fly rod may
to my mind a true incident of the
snatch from that small shipment a
The Penobscot Indian tribe numb early days in Woodstock, which was
handsome four pounder that would
ering 417 at the beginning of the told to me by the lady herself,”
present year, an increase of eight writes a correspondent of the Nor
“ She was the sec
over the preceding year, according way Advertiser.
SANDY
to the figures of the annual report ond wife of Silas Billings, a farmer,
of Ira E. Pinkham of Oldtown, agent living in that part of the town known
TIME TABLE
of the tribe, which was filed
with as the Billings neighborhood, because
the Governor and Council Thursday. of several families residing there by
In Effect, December 15th, 1913.
that name.
Mr. Billings had a log
The report says further:
The Indians have been quite suc trap set for a bear up on the side
STRONG
operations of the mountain above his house, and
PASSENGER T R A IN S leave Strong for Farm- cessful in their farming
at 6.23 A. M. and 1.37 P. M .; for Phillips this year as shown by their aggre for several days had been unable to
*■ i~31 P. M. and 6.47 P. M. and for Rangeley at
at
M. and for Kingfieid end Bigelow at 5-50 gate crops, which are as follows: Po go to it on account of a severe
r.ffl.
But feeling
PASSENGER TRAINS arrive at Strong from tatoes, 5144 bushels; peas, 61 bush tack of rheumatism.
mmington at 12.31 P. M. and 5.47 P. M .; from els;
turnips, 286 bushels; carrots, quite sure ther*3 was a bear in the
nullip8 at 6.23 A. M .; and from Rangeley and
oats, trap (or culheag, as it was called)
Piulipsat 1.37 P. M .: an^ Bigelow and Kingfieid 63 bushels; beans, 66 bushels;
KL25 P. M.
he sent his stepson up to investigate.
MIXED TRAINS leave Strong for Farmington 125 bushels; beets, 115 bushels; par
A.M.; and for Kingfieid at 5.60 P. M.
When he returned saying there was
snips, five bushels.
JttBD TRAINS arrive at Strong from PhilThe Indians are greatly
pleased a bear caught in the trap, he was
l!i» at 6,45 A. M .; from Kingfieid at 2.10 P. M.
Wirom Farmingto» at 11.46 A . M.
over their acquisition of the ferry. sent to the neighbors to get help to
PHILLIPS
As it was late
They have long desired to run the get the animal out.
PASSENGER T R A IN leaves
Phillips for
white in the afternoon of a cloudy autumn
Wngton. at 6.00 A . M. and 1.15 P. M .: for ferry without the help of the
“Mlftley at 6.16 P. M.
man and this year they have realiz day, Mrs. Billings feared night would
PASSENdER T R A IN arrives at Phillips from
come before that could be done, and
"twiagton at 12.63 P. M and 6.10 P. M .;fro m ed their hopes.
'•vigcleyat 13.20 p. M.
In accordance with the provisions as the family were greatly in need
MIXED TRAIN leaves Phillips for Farmingto™at7.30A M and for Rangeley at 7.40 A. M. of law an election was held Sept. 16 of the meat, she also feared perhaps
MIXEDTRAIN arrives at Phillips from Farmhelp
-Iftonat2.15 P.M.and from Rangeley at 3.00 P. M. last, at which Thomas Pennewaite the creature would die before
RANGELEY
was chosen ferryman and I am pleas came and thus be a loss and decided
PASSENGER T R A IN leaves Rangeley for ed to report is giving excellent sat to do what she could herself.
So
vmmgton at 10.40 A . M .; and arrives from
arming herself with a stout rope and
isfaction.
'^'niltonatS.OO P. M.
MIXEDTRAIN arrives from Phillips at 10.15 In proof that public spirit exists butcher knife, and taking her step
AM.:and leaves for Phillips at 10.55 A. M.
for
among the Indians I would cite the daughter, a young girl,-along
SALEM
women
have company, she went up the mountain.
PASSENGER T R A IN leaves for Strong and fact that the Indian
WWmgton at 12.50 P. M .; and arrives from
done much to beautify their public She found the trap with the bear
and Strong at 2.28 P. M.
MIXEDTRAIN leaves Salem for Strong and cemetery. They have graded the alive, but'getting uneasy. Throwing
armmgton at 1.15 P. M .; and arrives from
grounds quite thoroughly,
erected the rope over his head, the plucky
5™gat6 25P. M.
( losses over the graves and made woman drew it back, making a slip
KINGFIELD
PASSENGER TRAIN leaves Kingfieid for other improvements, having
raised knot, and then cut the * bear’s
wmington at 12.40 P. M .: and arrives from
Part way down the moun
and throat.
wmington and Strong at 2.50 P. M ., and from the money by entertainments
tain, she met the men going up,
p M.
personal
subscriptions.
I
may
add
it .!,.'* TRAIN leaves Kingfieid for Bigelow
pur where they found the animal dead
urrn
M- and for Strong at 12.35 P. M. in this connection that I have
.MIXED
TRAIN arrives from Bigelow at 11.30
The writer of this
chased
this
year
as
an
addition
to and well bled.
and from Strong at 6.60 P. M.
the cemetery grounds an adjoining sketch was well acquainted with
BIGELOW
Mrs. Billings, who was a
quiet,
JpjP'b TRAIN leaves Bigelow for Strong lot paying therefor $100.
»i„Car™'r|gton at 10.00 A. M .,and arrives from
kindly woman and beloved by her
After
considerable
trouble
and
de
pfSS'jJ at9,fi A. M.
up
o* NGER TRAIN arrives from Farmington lay we have succeeded in getting two friends, and I have also walked
>iel() Z T X J * . 3-43 P. M.; and leaves for Kingi at 4.00 P. M.
artesian wells on the island, and I the well beaten path and viewed the
hope from now on we may have no crumbling ruins of the old log trap.”
F. N. BEAL, G. P. A.

Should

Close l
on Bull
for Not Less
Four Years.

RIVER £ RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD

Q T A R T on your fall hunt supplied with Peters Shells— the
O ammunition that you can always depend on for shooting
quality and results.
It is not necessary to use high-priced ammunition to win succ.ess
at the traps or in tne field.

“ STEEL WHERE STEEL BELONGS”

SHOT CUN SHELLS
give real and complete satisfaction, but their cost is within the reach of
all. Barton Lewis won the U. S. Amateur Championship at Dayton, O.,
June 17, 1913, scoring 195 out of 200 with Peters “ Target’ ’—medium
priced shell for Bulk Smokeless. Chas. A. Young won the Professional
Championship of the United States, scoring 197 out of 200 with Peters
“ High Gun” —medium priced Shell for Dense Smokeless.
Say PETERS when buying-ammunition for your next tournament or hunt.
Sportsmen’s Handy Book, with 1913 Game Laws. FREE for the asking.

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY, CINCINNATI, OHIO
Branches:

NEW YORK

NEW ORLEANS

SAN FRANCISCO

GENUINE PALMER
W aterproof, Oil Tan Moccasins
Tanned and manufactured by the
original JOHN PALM ER who
for over thirty years has made
the best moccasins in North
America.
In complete assortment for immediat
delivery.
TRADE

M ARK

Catalogue on request
SOLE AG EN T FOR U .S .A .

S T Y L E 4 0 1-2

‘ BOOM

CLARK-HUTCHIN SON
COMPANY, b o s t o n , j m a s s .

M A IN E ” M E E T IN G AT AU every particular giving no preference
to any one section or interest, but
G U S T A ON FEB . 27.

There was a meeting at the board
of trade rooms in Portland, Saturday
forenoon of the committee recently
appointed to take charge of the pre
liminary work of starting the new
organization that is to do the work
of state wide publicity for which the
traveling men and the other organ
izations have recently banded them
selves together to boost the state in
every possible way.
Silas B. Adams was chosen chair
man at a previous meeting and Maur
ice C. Rich, secretary, and they of
ficiated at the meeting of Saturday.
Pres. Low and Messrs. Laithwaite,
Hooper and Eastman of the
new
board of directors of the board .of
trade, and Messrs. Bragg, Britt, Gerr
and Humphrey, were also present an
they explained their views on
the
subject.
Briefly stated, the plans
are to form a state-wide organization
to include representatives of every
body in the state, such as the grange,
the state and all local boards
of
trade and chambers of commerce,
women’s clubs and all fraternal and
patriotic societies, as well as munic
ipalities themselves.
After much discussion it was voted
to have the big mass meeting for or
ganization of the main body in Au
gusta, Feb. 27.
A committee was
appointed to arrange all details con
sisting of Frank M. Low, chairman;
Maurice C. Rich, secretary; H. T.
Hooper and Messrs. Gerry,
Britt,
Bragg and Humphrey.
These latter gentlemen virtually
guaranteed to have every traveling
man and every hotel man in Maine
working for this meeting and then
later working for the general sub
ject of the association which is to
boost the state in every part and in

to boom Maine as a whole.
One significant point in the matter
was that it was plainly announced
that no out-of-state speakers were
to be sought or encouraged to come.
It was said that there are men
enough in Maine who can talk Maine
to start this thing going and keep
it going for years and boom the old
state in a way that it has never been
boomed before since Capt. John
Smith went home to London and told
the merchants there about “ ye goodly
store of fissches” he found on these
shores.
W IL L E X C H A N G E LO B STER S

In a recent letter to Gov. Haines,
H. M. Smith, commissioner of fisher
ies at Washington says:
“ In order
to assist in maintaining the lobster
supply on the coast of Maine, and
to cooperate witl^ the federal govern
ment and the State of Maine in the
work of artificial propagation, the
lobster dealers and owners of lob
ster ponds will hereafter furnish to
agents of the bureaus of fisheries as
heretofore any seed lobsters which
may come into their possession,
weighing the same and
computing
their value at the current
market
prices, and taking in exchange there
for lobsters which have been stripped
of their eggs by the bureau of fish
eries, due allowance being made for
difference in price.
It is not the
intention of the Bureau to disturb
in any way the relations with the
lobster fishermen, which are becom
ing mord friendly each year, but to
continue for the present the practice
of sending men along the
entire
coast of the state for the purpose
of relieving the lobster fishermen of
any seed lobsters which they
may
have caught.”

T H EL

THE
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SPORTSMAN’S NEWSPAPER
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AMERICA

(Published weekly, Established 1874.)
Subscription $4. a year, $2. for 6 months: Sample copy free if yon mention Maine Woods
The American Field collects news by its own staff representatives and
special roporters, giving authoritive reports of leading events in the
sportsman’s world. Its recreative columns are always replete witn inter
esting articles and contribution and open a wide field for discussion of all
subjects that interest sportsmen.
The departments of The American field are: Editorial, Gsme and Shooting, Fish
and Fishing, Natural History, Hunting, Kennel, Trap Shooting, Rifle, Revolver
and Pistol, Queries and Answers.

SEND ONE DOLLAR FOR THREE MONTHS’ TRtAL SUBSCRIPTION*

If not more than satisfied with it the money will be refunded on request

Address AYltRIGAN FIELD PUBLISHING WYIPANY
801 MASONIC TEMPLE, CHICAGO.
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Mrs. Lester Bean.
At 6.30 dinner! WHO SHALL DRAG THE ROADS?
was served consisting of cold roast |
pork, mashed potatoes, pickles, fruit Somewhere Between Tw o Extrem ities
ISSUED WEEKLY
&
V.
salad, hot rolls, raspberry
sauce,
of Opinion Lies U ltim a te Solution
J. W . Brackett Co.
of Vexed Problem.
lemon sherbet, cake and coffee. Pro
gressive whist was played during the
Phillips, Maine
This sermon, and others to follow, will not occupy ovtr two minutes of your time in
There Is a serious difference of y
evening.
reading. Although miniature in size they will be real sermons. They will bebased on
opinion among authorities as to
On next Sunday evening Mr. whether or not the responsibility for y timely topics of the day.
L. B. BRACKETT,
Hutchins
will
give
an
interesting
re
Business Manager
dragging roads rests solely upon the
port on Convocation week which lSe farmer's shouldors.
Here, for in T H E T R E A S U R E S OF T H E S N O W I most perfect geometric structure the,
attended at Bangor.
stance, is one of the three members
mind of man can even imagine, but
OUTING EDITION
of the recently appointed state high
It is easy to think of summer as a it is not man’s handiwork.
8 pages .................................................. $1.00 per year
way commission of Iowa declaring:
treasure-house, but to think of winter
The snow has a message of puptj
LOCAL EDITION
"Take the road work out of the farm
12 and 16 p a g e s ....................................$1.50 per year
ers’ hands. It is not fair to the farm and winter’s snow in any other than From the earliest time the expressior
Canadian. Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub
way is a different "as white as snow” has been theer to make him work on the roads. a disparaging
scription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription Steel and Concrete Combined Consti
matter.
And yet the winter and acme of comparison for
whatever
Now,
I
am
a
farmer
myself.
I
pay
my
tute Form of Construction Eco
76 cents extra.
the snow hold a mine of richest was pure and undefiled.
road
taxes
In
money.
There
is
no
rea
nomical and Durable.
son why a farmer should get out and meaning to the understanding heart.
It speaks of pity.
"The pity of
Entered as second class matter. January 21,
work on the roads any more than
The snow has a message of pow the snow that hides all scars” ^ j
(B y C. H . M O O R F IE L D .)
1909. at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under
A combination of steel and concrete should a banker. Then, too, road mak er; to create it from vapor requires from the tender heart that yearue
the A ct of Match 3, 1879,
made in such a manner that each ma ing Is becoming too much of a busi an energy beyond opr comprehen to ‘‘blot our sins and remember thee
terial will be required to withstand ness to let anybody and everybody sion.
no more forever.”
The Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire the character of stress for which it is
practice it.
One man should have
It
speaks
of
beauty.
The
lacery
of
It is eloquent of protection as ,
state o f Maine as to Hunting. Trapping, Camp best adapted—that is, tension for steel
supervision of the road work.” And
ing and Outing news, and the Franklin county
and compression for concrete—consti here, on the other hand, is one of the the snow, unlike the lace that is the great blanket it protects the flower
locally.
tute a form of construction for short leading newspapers of the same state, handiwork of man, has become more and grass roots from too severe s
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish
bridges and culverts both economical a long and ardent champion of good beautiful when placed beneath the ! freezing, even though it seems but
and game photographs from its readers.
! most powerful microscope.
It is cold and cruel.
We humans need
and
durable. The advantages of the roads, declaring:
When ordering the address of your paper
"Guthrie county men dragged a eloquent of design and of the Great protection from on High, and it
changed, please give the old as well as new two materials ane combined and their
disadvantages in a large degree elimi highway across the country in an Designer, a mere blot of ink may be often comes to us as it comes to the
address.
hour and a half the other day. The the result of chance, a drawing per rootlets of the grass and flowersnated.
This form of construction, on ac dragging bee had been arranged for fectly illustrating an intricate geo in ways we little understand or ‘
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 1914
It
count of its economy and simplicity, is i and was pulled off on schedule.
metric proposition can only be the scarce appreciate.
“ Hast thou en
especially well suited to highway cul- | reminds of a story told by Jim Fisk,
verts and short span bridges, when for 1 one of the early magnates and mill- product of some thinking, competent tered into the treasures of the
The snow crystal is the j snow?”
He was the son of a ; designer.
any reason it is desirable that their | lionaires.
superstructures be kept flat. In the j shrewd old New England farmer. One
Mrs. W. B. Butler who has been in case of arch culverts and bridges built day the old man told Jim that if he
STRATTON.
would clean the stables well he would
Portland for the past few weeks having
pay him a gold dollar for the service.
her eyes treated by Dr. Holt, has re
Jim, with the golden reward in sight,
turned and is much improved in health.
February 3.
tugged and strained and finished the
Mrs L. D. Grose of Coplin xwho was
Messrs. C. M. Hoyt, Colby Whittestable on time. His father gave him
more, J. H. Byron, and R. H. Preble
the dollar. Then he said: ‘James, if i quite ill last week with a bad cold is
went to Portland this morning to
you can clean the stables one day for better her many friends will be glad to
a dollar, you can clean them every know. Mrs. Ray Lisherness is caring
attend a meeting of the Progressive
day as a duty.’ And thereafter James ! for her.
State committee to be held at the
cleaned out the stables.
Falmouth hotel at 7.30 o ’clock the
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Viles and daugh
"If Guthrie county, and other coun
Melvin
Sherburne Hutchins, passame
evening.
At this meeting
ter Mary of Erskin, Alberta, Province
ties, can drag the principal highways
r.
plans for holding the State convention,
of the county in an hour and a half of Canada, are visiting Mrs. Viles’
Calendar for week ending February
fixing the date, etc., will be made.
with a hurrah and to show what can mother, Mrs. Ann Hutchins and other 14.
We are sorry to report the continued
be done, they can drag the principal relatives.
Sunday, Feb. 8: 10.45—Morninj
illness of Selectman A. W. Davenport. Reinforced Concrete Culvert on a Mas roads after a rain as a duty. An ar
Mrs. Ella Blanchard left the first of
worship.
Sermon “ The Consoling
rangement so successful as this should the week for several weeks’ absence.
sachusetts State Road.
Drs. Currier and Higgins have been in
Christ.”
12.10— Sunday
school
suggest
a
permanent
system.
The
consultation on the case. Mr. Daven of concrete the economy of introduc
Mrs. J. C. Danico, who has been
port has left his town work in the hands ing steel is net always evident and gratification with which those road quite ill with rheumatism %lie past 7 30— People’s service. Music by the
choral club.
Address, report of Con
of J. Blaine Morrison. Hon. H. S. should be demonstrated in any partic draggers turned to survey their com two weeks is. better.
pleted work ought to teach them that
vocation .
Wing of Kingfield, his nephew came to ular case before It is decided that the
L. T. Hinds met Drs. O. W. Sim
Monday, Feb. 9— House warming at
see him one day last week.
arch must be reinforced.
mons of Kingfield and C. W. Bell of j Parish House.
The
conditions
to
he
met
in
the
con
County Attorney J. Blaine Morrison
Strong at Bigelow Saturday and took i Tuesday, Feb. 10: 7.30—Bible stud?
is attending court at Farmington this struction of reinforced concrete cul
them to Eustis on professional bus-, class.
verts make it desirable, from-a stand
week.
iness.
point of economy, that a relatively
Thursday, Feb. 12: 7.30—Prayer
Drs. Bell and Higgins went to Weld, high grade of concrete be used. Any
Mrs. Elsie Hobbs and
children meeting.
Topic, Matthew 28: IiWednesday to perform a surgical oper decrease in the strength of the con
' visited her brother E. L. Hinds the 20 and I Corinthians 12: 1-11.
ation.
crete necessitates a coresponding in- 1
i first of the week.
We trust there will be a large at crease in some dimension of the mem
1 Mr. and Mrs. Carl Rand expect to
tendance at the dedication of the new bers, and thereby adds to the dead I
METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHUHCH.
move to Industry in the spring. They
load
which
the
structure
must
sustain,
j
Parish House next Monday evening.
i
will
be
greatly
missed
Reinforcing bars, should be made
The public is most cordially invited to
Bessie F. Crowell, missionary from
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Lisherness and
from steel having a safe strength of
attend.
India, pastor.
not less than 16,000 pounds per square
Dr.
and
Mrs.
E.
J.
Brown
visited
Social Service club met with Mrs.
Sunday, Feb. 8—Morning service
inch, and should possess sufficient
! the K. P. Lodge at Rangeley
last
Mary Field January 27, it being the malleability to be readily bent into the
10.45.
Sunday school 12.
Junior
week.
fourth Tuesday in the month, with a desired shapes while cold.
When
League 3.
Epworth League 7. Pray
Mrs.
F.
C.
Burrell,
who
is
living
good attendance. A tasting party was placed in concrete they should be free
at Bemis this winter and Mrs. A. L .! er and praise service 7.30.
enjoyed by all present. The-next reg from rust, grease or foreign materials
Wednesday, Feb. 11— Ladies’ pray
I
Savage
of Coplin
visited their
ular meeting will be held with Mrs. of any kind, otherwise a perfect bond
er meeting at Mrs. Walter Tooth*!
Laura Voter the second Tuesday, Feb. between the bars and the concrete will Beautiful Country Road In Southern mother, Mrs. J. C. Danico at L. T.
er’s at 2.30.
Hinds’ Saturday.
Illinois.
10. It is hoped there will be a good at not be obtained.
Designers of highway bridge and
Thursday, Feb. 12— Mid week pray
tendance as the club has some work on
drainage structures are urged not only a good road is a joy forever. If it
T im k in s ’ L ittle Joke.
er meeting at 7.30. Chorus practice
hand.
is
worth
making
as
an
object
lesson,
to investigate the safety and dura
Mr. Spriggs, who was very self-im at 8.30.
A stated meeting of Sherburne Chap bility of proposed designs, but to con- i it is worth maintaining for everyday
portant, made an absurd offer for Mr.
ter, O. E. S. was held Wednesday even sider their esthetic features as well. use.”
Timkins’ extra lot in East Orange.
Somewhere between the two ex He allowed a day for Mr. Timkins to
ing when the degrees were conferred When bridges and culverts are to be
Strange Funeral Customs.
Curious customs were observed it
on Dr. W. J. Carter,, Mr. and Mrs. A. constructed of permanent materials, tremities of opinion (turning the work think it over; then called again. “ Did
G. Cronkhite and Mrs. J. Blaine Morri such as reinforced concrete, the de- ( over to experts and making the farm you entertain my proposition?” he the funeral, at Ilford, England, of the
son. Mrs. Morrison was installed as signer should bear constantly in mind er do it all by himself) lies the' ulti asked. "No,” said Mr. Timkins. “ Your Russian gypsy child, Mark Cedre. The
mate and the satisfactory solution of proposition entertained me.1'—New boy was dressed in his beet clothe*,
organist for the year. After the meet the fact that any esthetic defects
the vexatious problem, says the Iowa York Evening Post.
with a new red hat and shoes of the
which
may
be
present
in
such
struc
ing refreshments of sandwiches, olives,
j same color to match, the shoes beiuf
tures will become more and more ap Homestead. There is no denying
cake and coffee were served. The tab
i beautifully embroidered and ornament
parent as the community develops. that road making has become as
les were decorated with pink carna For example, a highway bridge, the much of a science and a profession as
ed with brightly-colored beads. Each
tions and ferns, and a handsome jardi defects of which are hardly Hoticeable farming itself, or teaching school, or
mourner placed silver and copper
niere of hyacinths which were grown when the highway on each side is bor running a bank or piloting a locomo
coins in the coffin, and the father pet
by Miss Rosie Kelley. It was a pro. dered by dilapidated fences and build tive. Why, then, should the farmer
You know what that means—mis some bread and meat with the money.
The father ceremoniously poured dirgressive lunch and partners were found ings may become a veritable eyesore be expected to be the sole and only ery—worry—big bills—debt!
road maker and repairer, any more
You know you can’ t afford to get et over the coffin before it was lowered
by matching hearts and progressing
than the school teacher or the rural sick. Keeping in good health means Into the grave. Afterward more of the
from room to room for the lunch and
mall carrier? Yet, on the other hand, food and clothing for you and your fam wine was sprinkled over the coffin
finally coming to the banquet room for
the farmer has the first-hand, direct ily. It is up to you to take care of , During the afternoon the ceremony of
coffee. A stick of gum was given each
information of what roads need most yourself. It is up to you, whenever “trisn” was observed, the mourners
you don’ t feel right, to take something
one which was to be chewed and model- j
to be made or repaired. He travels to make you right, to strengthen you, sitting round a fire and making incan
led into an animal and there was soon j
them most frequently; he should as I build you up, ward off worse sickness— tations for the spirit of the departed.
a good sized menagerie and much mer
sist in bringing them to that state of I protect you and your family. That The first of a series of funeral feasa
permanency which will minimize his ' thing we have in Rexall Olive Oil Em was held six days after the ceremony.
riment. Mrs. F. N. Beal, Miss Daisy
own troubles en route between farm ulsion. In offering it to you, we pro
Davenport and Miss Blanche Kenniston
tect you against money-risk, by person
and town.
were the committee.
ally pomising you that, if it does not
Australians Prefer the City.
In
the
last
analysis,
successful
road
At the annual meeting of the f eder
More than one-third of Australis*
making depends upon harmonious co |restore your health, we will give back
ated Church and Parish last week D.
operation between individuals and j your money without word or question. residents live in four cities—Sydney.
I We believe it D the best builder of Adelaide, Melbourne and Brisbane.
F. Field, Miss Georgine Wilbur and
county, state and national authorities.
Mrs. Mary Field were elected for the Concrete Arch Bridge In the District We may not have reached the stage 1i e.-ilth, energy and strength you can get.
It is helping many of your neighbors.
business committee. It was voted the
when state aid to the extent of many If it doesn’ t help you, we will give back
of Columbia.
gentlemen get up a supper for the
millions of dollars is advisable, but your‘money.
Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion is composed
members and H. B. Austin, R. H. if these features of the landscape are we certafnly have reached the stage
sufficiently
improved.
A
design
may
when the burden should be taken from principally of pure Olive Oil and the
Preble and M. R. Keyes were chosen a
be in excellent taste, however, and the unsupported shoulders of the Hypophosphites. Each has long been
committee. Fremont Scamrnan, C. M.
endorsed by successful physicians. Here i
yet be almost totally devoid of orna
Hoyt and R. H. Preble were appointed mentation. A few simple panels and farmer, where it has rested all toe they are for the first time combined.
long. The farmer is perfectly willing The result is a remarkable nerve, blood
to look af er the grounds around the copings are usually sufficient to lend
to do his share; he simply objects tc
Union church and Parish House.
an attractive appearance to masonry a hoggish policy which makes his and strength-building remedy that is
Phillips, Maine.
both food and medicine. For all who
The W. C. T. U. will meet witlF bridges, provided the planes of the share all the wo*k and none of the are nervous, run-down and debilitat
v
'.ng
walls,
parapets,
etc.,
are
in
Miss Luette Timberlake Friday at!
credit or reward.
ed—no matter what the cause; for old
Monuments, Headstones,
proper relation to each other and to
people; for convalescents; for puny
2.30 o’clock.
rhe roadway.
Tablets, Mantle Shelves,
children, we know of nothing that will
Good Lawn Mixture.
The Loyal Temperance Legion will I
Forty pounds of blue grass, three give health and strength aR quickly as
meet at the Methodist church Thurs
and
I
Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion. It is a real
pounds of white clover and three
day at 4 o’clock.
Hard Colds—People whose blood is pounds of solid red top make a good builder of good blood, strong muscles, Cemetery W ork o f all Kinds
good digestion. Pleasant to take, it
Last Thursday afternoon and even pure are not nearly so likely to take
ing Mr. and Mrs. Chester Alien Me-j hard colds as others. JHood’s Sarsa lawn mixture. The white clover and contains no alcohol or habit-forming
red top grow quickly and are gradu drugs. If you don’ t feel well, econo
lightfully entertained the following parilla makes the blood pure; and this
ally crowded out by the blue grass mize both money »,nd strength by be
guests, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Davis, great medicine recovers the system which makes a much better lawn. Be ginning today to take Rexall Olive Oil
PH ILLIPS,
ME.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hammons, Mr. after a cold as no other medicine does. sure that the lawn is finely raked and Emulsion. Sold only at the Rexall
Stores,
and
in
this
town
only
by
us.
$1.00
and Mrs. J. Blaine Morrison,
Mr. Take Hood’s
All orders by mail or in per9®*1
the soil is in the very finest condition
—R. H. Preble, Phillips. Maine also
and Mrs. John Russell and Mr. and
promptly
attended to.
Advt. of tilth before sowing any seed
Marr’s Drug Store, Farmington, Maine.
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OUR TWO MINUTE SERMON /
By Rev. M. S. Hutchins.

FOR CULVERTS AND BRIDGES.

LOCAL NOTES

WHEN YOU’RE SICK
YOUR WAGES STOP

No. Franklin
Marble Works

Mrs. W. B. Hoyt, Prop-

MAINE WOODS, PHILLIPS, MAINE, FEBRUARY 5, 1914
one are being cared for by Miss KITCHEN NOT WELL PLANNED
USED BY THE SCANDINAVIANS
Della Morrison.
The
installation
of
officers
for
G enerally Designed by Men, They Nautical Term s Common Today Aro
One cent a word in advance.
No headline or
other display. Subjects in a. b. c, order
Summit Rebelcah Lodge was held
Usually Are Most Unattractive
Easily Traced to the Days of
last Tuesday evening at a special
Room in the House.
the Old Vikings.
meeting.
Mrs. L. K. Fellows
of
FOR SALE.
Have you ever been In a kitchen
Fayette, District Deputy President of
When we say a ship is bound for a
the Rebekah Assembly and
Mrs. where the sink was jammed way off certain port or homeward bound, we
FOR SALE—Village stand in Phillips
Smith of Mt. Vernon installed the in a dark corner? asks a woman who are using, not the past particle, as
Upper Village. Inquire of J. Blaine
following officers for the
ensuing goes in for making scientific kitchens we might think, of the English verb to
Morrison.
to order. Have you worked in a kitch
year in a very pleasing
manner: en where you walked 20 feet each bind, but of a Scandinavian word
meaning to prepare, to get ready—a
Noble Grand, Mertie Collins; Vice time you hung up the egg-beater?
FOR SALE—Bay horse, nine years old.
word which in the form of “boun” still
(Spec!ail to Maine Woods.)
j
Grand,
Lunette
Ross;
Past
Grand,
Have you bumped your head against lives on in northern dialects.
Weight 1320. Work or drive. B. F.
Rangeley, Feb. 3.— Will Huntoon Minnie Spiller; Secretary,
Maggie a closet over the sink as you washed
Beal.
“Billow” is probably a Scandinavian
and family are occupying the George Harris; Rec. Secretary, Mae Russell; dishes? Have you felt that the kitch
word which survived in one of the
Young
house,
Main
street.
Treasurer, Annie Tomlinson; Chap en was the hottest, dingiest, most un northern or eastern dialects, which
FOR SAGE— Beef by a side or
Mrs. O. R. Rowe, who has been lain, Clara Rector; Rt. Supporter to attractive room in the house? That still preserve so many Danish words.
quarter.
B- F. Beal*
at Portland for the past fortnight, N. G., Lucy Herrick; Lft. Supporter kitchen was planned by a mere man. It made Its way into southern English
The worst fate I could wish any in a literary standing by its use by
FOR SALE—The unusually staunch receiving treatment for her eyes re to Noble Grand, Carrie Russell; Rt.
and able steam yacht, “ W a-W a” of turned home Saturday night for a Supporter to V. Grand, Emily Nile; architect is to prepare three meals a Spenser and Shakespeare.
day for a week In a kitchen of his
“Wake” for the track of a dhip ts
about 22 H. P. The U. S. Government week’s stay.
Lft. Supporter to V. Grand, Leona
own designing. Then, and then only, another Scandinavian word preserved
Mrs.
Addie
Richardson,
who
has
inspection of 1911 showed her to be in
Spencer; 'Inner Guardian,
Minnie would he realize the faults of ineffi
in dialect. Its original meaning, as
past Cushman; Outer Guardian,
first class condition. May be inspect been living at Portland the
Maude ciently placed equipment.
Tables Professor Skeat tells us, was that of
winter
returned
home
Saturday
night
ed at Camp Bellevue, Upper Dam,
Brooks; Conductor, Florence Bridg- and sinks of the wrong height, no an opening in the ice, especially the
Maine. Price^will be reasonable to a and has reopened her home on Rich liani; Warden, Helen Raymond. At light over one’s workable, pantries passage cut for a ship in a frozen lake
quick purchaser. Apply to Dr. Norton ardson street.
j the close of the exercises a delicious that defy a giraffe to reach their top or sea, and then, from being applied
The Boy Scouts entertained relat ; lunch of coffee, cake and salads was shelves, and pot-closets so low that to the smooth watery track left by the
Downs, Fordhooke Farm, Three Tuns,
ives and friends at their headquarteis served by the following committee: they can hold their own against any ship after its passage through the ice,
Pa. Or Archer A. Poor at camp.
Thursday night.
After the regular Mrs. Ida Carlton, Mrs. Mabel Case, other fat reducer. Then only would it lame to be used when there was no
an architect know that It did make a ice at all. This useful word is one of
FOR SAGE—Edison Dictating ma meeting a short program wTas given Mrs. Ruie Garland.
difference If the sink drain were the‘ nautical terms which the French
A social
hour
chine- In first class condition. In by the members.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Bennett of
placed to the right or left; if the
followed
spent
in
playing
games
and
quire ait Maine Woods office.
Wilson’s Mills were guests of Mr. china shelves were wide or only have borrowed from the English, al
though it is not easy to recognize it at
refreshments of sandwiches and cof- and Mrs. Ernest Bennett the latter
eight Inches; if the kitchen were first in its French form of ouaiche, and
FOR SALE—About twenty cords oflfee were served by the committee, part of the week.
They were en painted emerald green or a shade of it is still used on the Norfolk broads
good dry wood either four foot or i The boys received many compliments route for Lewiston to visit relatives. burnt umber and white.
with its original meaning of an open
stove wood, Cord wood, $4.50; stove for the fine way in which everything
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Butler of Far
place in the ice.—English Review.
The
boys in mington were lecent guests of Mr.
wood, $5.50.
Mrs. Emma Raymond. was carried out.
NOT BROUGHT BY THE STORK
charge were Leo Collins, Agis Oakes and Mrs. H. A. Furbish.
Farmer’s telephone 12-6.
STRONGEST TRAIT IN NATURE
and Arno Spiller.
Twenty-two
members
were
present
FOR SALE— Shaw’s Pneumatic Smok
Miss L. M. Dinsmore of Portland at the Sunday meeting of the Men’s For Once Famous Bird W as Absolved
From Responsibility for Presence
Motherhood Most Highly Developed
er for $2.00 each postpaid. Order now recently visited at Dr. A. M. Ross’
Improvement League.
The Then are
of L ittle Stranger.
Among the Creatures of the
Elbridge G. Brooks, Greensboro, Fla. and Mrs. Nathan Albee’s.
to have another banquet Saturday
Lower Creation.
Wm. Huntoon met with quite a night at Russell Halil.
Hon. H. A.
Conversation in the lobby of a
FOR SALE—Live female red fox.
serious accident Monday
moi nmg. wm give a talk on the In- Washington hotel the other night
The contention that the hen is the
E. F. Parker.
Wliile loading his sled with pulp h e ; come Tax and E. L Herrick
will turned to the little folk, when Con most compassionate thing in creation
FOR SALE—One of the best situat slipped striking his hand on two of j talk on Insurance.
Both men are gressman Thomas G. Patten of New is strikingly illustrated by a case of
ed camps on the Richardson Lake. the sharp spikes running along the well fitted to speak on their respec York was reminded of the neighbor motherhood in nature related in Coun
Fully furnished, electric lights,
13 side of the sled body and a large tive topics and a pleasant as well who went over to congratulate little try Life. A correspondent tells how
bedrooms, pool room, dining room, stick rolled on his hand pinning it as profitable time is anticipated. J. Willie on the arrival of a baby sifter. In a farmyard were two puppies for
Two or three days after the glad whom the mother had no affection, so
sitting room, guides’ camps,
etc. down securely.
The hand was bad A. Russell will act as Chef for the
some event the neighbor rambled to an old hen took pity on them, and
Suitable for Club House.
Address ly bruised and torn, one of the spik occasion.
Mr, William J. Downing, Mason es nearly extending through the hand. The second annual ball given by the happy suburban home to make a when she went to roost they followed
call, and found Willie, six years old. her. Squatting in a corner of a cart
Building, Kilby Street, Boston, Mass. The wound was dressed by Dr. A. M. Oquossoc Lodge K. of P. was held playing at the front gate.
shed, ^he lifted a wing and the two
Ross, who found it necessary to take at Castle Hall, January 28.
The
“Well, Willie,” smilingly remarked youngsters crawled under for the
two stitches to close the wound.
hall was attractively decorated with the neighbor, pausing to pat the night, her chicks clumbering on the
WANTED.
•
Rev. H. A. Childs was called to , the lodge colors, blue, yellow and young one on the head, “they tell that backs of the puppies.
As a proof of how strongly mother
Madrid one day last week to officiate! red
The guests soon assembled am the stork has brought a new baby to
WANTED—A few new milch cows at the funeral of the late Daniel
hood is developed in the lower crea
dancing which was the order of the your house.”
A.
Beedy, Phillips. Brown.
and calves.
"We got a new baby,” promptly re tion, two incidents occurred recently.
evening was enjoyed by a large num
plied
Willie, “but it wasn’t no stork A cat, having carried away a young
Mr. and Mrs. Phineas Tracy left ber.
The program of 18 dances and
WANTED— Man and wife capable of
crow from its nest, was attacked by
visit several extras was carried out, music that brought it.”
the
latter
part
of
the
week
to
running boarding house for a respon
“Wasn’t the stork.” returned the six older birds and killed. The other
Mrs.
Tracy’s
sisters
at
York,
Me.,
being furnished by Dyer's orchestra,
sible manufacturing company in New,
neighbor, with a wondering expres incident was where a hen blackbird
four pieces of Strong.
81 couples
Hampshire. ' State wages expected, j JIui Uatoma,, . . H.
held at bay a cat. The cat hid behind
. ,
,,
___ _I J. E. Peakes has returned to his participated in the grand march. The sion. “You don’t really mean it?”
some bushes, and not three yards in
Company to furnish all
supplies.
“
That’s
right,”
repsonded
the
young
r,
Iformer boarding place at Mrs. Addle committee who had the affair in
Room and board I d people.
Meals j
ster, quite positively.
“I heard it front of the bush the bird stood cluck
charge deserve much credit
and honk-honk, and at first I thought it ing most indignantly. The cat lay
30.
House steam heated and elec-, ^^ |lclu^Bon s,‘
Mrs. Elizabeth Doak is confined to j were as follows:
Floor Director, F. was a_ goose, but when I looked out quiet for a time, the bird still holding
trie lights.
Address L. M. Gamher bed with a lame knee,
which ij C. Porter; Aids, A. M. Ross, C. A. the window I seen it was an automo its ground. When it quieted down
well, in care Exchange Hotel, Far
somewhat, the cat crouched forward
causes her much suffering, also a Oakes, E. C. Huntoon, Austin Hink- bile.”
mington, Maine, or New Durham, N.
as if to spring, but the bird set up
bad cold.
Iley, J. A. Russell.
From 9 to 12,
H.
again a defiant clucking and the cat
Mr. and Mrs. I*rank ball of Oquos-; refreshments of sandwiches, coffee,
Paris Police Poorly Paid.
withdrew. This lasted for 20 minutes
soc
were
guests
ot
Mrs.
C.
C.
Murcake
•
and
ice
cream
were
served
by
The Paris police, some of whose until the cat was removed into the
WE ARE booking orders for Hedge
the Pythian Sisters in the banquet members have fallen into disgrace, house.
hogs now to be shipped March 1, pby over Sunday.
Dr. and Mrs. E. J. Brown and M r., |iaj wj10 were engaged by
the are poorly paid. The maximum sal
1914.
If interested write Bartlett
and Mrs. Ray Lisherness of Stratton Knightg to cater for the affair. Fruit ary attainable by a “sergent de vllle”
& Spaulding, East Sumner, Maine.
David Livingstone.
were guests of Dr. and Mrs. Colby punch was served during the dancing is $360 a year. In view of the high
From the spot where he died, near
cost
of
living
in
Paris,
this
amount
Thursday night.
especial notice of the punch bowls
“Chitambos Village,'’ ’ on the Malilano,
Mrs. Albert Carlton and son Don deserves to be made. They were is inadequate to maintain a family in In Africa, Livingstone’s body was, in
Korean Postage Stamps.
any
degree
of
comfort,
and
the
mar
ald, Mrs. H. B. McCard, Miss Mur two in number and consisted of huge
1874, taken to England and deposited
Korea displays the plum blossom
ried members of the force have fre
on her stamps. It is the royal flower iel Hoar, Hayden Huntoon drove to cakes of ice two feet square and 17 quently to supplement their incomes with high honors in Westminster Ab
of her last dynasty—a dynasty which Spotted Mountain Friday and spent inches deep and were decorated with as best they can. Some of them earn bey, the British government bearing
reigned for 500 years, until the Jap the day with Mr. and Mrs. T. C. electric lights.
The whole evening a few francs by working as market all the expenses of the elaborate
funeral. Livingstone v»Il always rank
Haley at their camp.
anese wrested it away.
was much enjoyed not only by the porters during their time off duty.
among the most illustrious of the
The carpenters, who
have
had dancers but by the onlookers,
the Others do boot repairing, and there is African explorers. He was a path
charge
of
the
work
on
the
attractive
one
who
does
odd
tailoring
jobs.
pretty
gowns
of
the
ladies
together
T in y English Church.
finder and civilizer as well as a most
Still, in spite of these hardships,
tjie jjgqts and decorations mak
The smallest church in England at new home recently built for Mr. and,
devoted Christian and philanthropists
there
are
always
plenty
of
men
eager
Fairfield, Romney Marsh, was visited Mrs. Ray Harnden have completed ing a very gay picture.
It
w->s
Upon his large and lasting fame ther®
join the force, about ten candidates ,
. ,
,
, , ,, .
recently by the archbishop of Canter their work and returned to their after three o’clock before the strains to
, .
, ’
,, , seem3 to be not a single blot,
being available for every vacancy th a t,
°
bury. The building, an ancient one, is respective homes.
of the good night waltz were heard. occurs.
Isolated in a meadow surrounded by
At the church vestry
Tuesday Over 225 were present. Among those
water. The six painted box pews were i evening a pleasant sociable was en coming from out of town to attend
W e t Clear Through.
Old Newspapers.
siled with visiters. The primate j joyed
ioved under the
the auspices
A little girl was playing at the ta
auspices of the C. were Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Butler of
The earliest English newspaper, Na ble with her cup of water. Her father
preached from a high pulpit, and his E. society.
The price of admission Farmington, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Lish
thaniel Butter’s Weekly News, some took the cup from her and in so doing
head nearly touched the oak beams.
varied from 2 cents up, each person erness, Dr. and Mrs. E. J. Brown,
copies of which are to be seen at the
being taxed two times as many cents Stratton; Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Bur advertising exhibition, had several accidentally spilled some of the water
on her. “There,” she cried, as she left
Maine Woods W ill Keep You In  as the number indicated by the size dette of Rumford; Miss L. M. Dins predecessors abroad.
The first of the table indignantly, “you wet me
Homemade
candy more.
formed on A ll Proposed New
Fish of shoe worn.
The K. P. Ball has come to these In point of time was the Ordinarij clear to my feelings!”
The following pro be a much talked of event in social Avisa. the publication of which began
and Game Law s of th e State. Sub was on sale.
gram was enjoyed:
Duet,
Velma circles, the Knights having proved at Strassburg in 1609—14 years before
scribe Now and Keep Posted.
___________________ _____________ Tomlinson and Stella Tibbetts; read themselves such’ agreeable hosts the appearance of Nathaniel Butter’s
ing, Mildred Huntoon; humorous an their invitations are always eagerly venture. In 1620 Abraham Verhoeven
ecdotes, H. A. Childs.
During the accepted as all know a delightful founded the Nieuwe Thijdingen at
Antwerp, and this continued to ap
evening J. Shernffin Hoar gave sev time is in store.
pear weekly for 227 years. The old
eral amberola selections.
Games
Oquossoc Grange held their an est existing newspaper is apparently
constituted the closing exercises. A nual installation of officers Saturday
the Swedish official gazette, which
goodly sum was added to the treas night, January 31.
Mr. E. H. Libby dates back to 1644.
ury.
of Auburn Secretary of State Grange
Darrell, the little son of Mr. and presided as Installing officer. The
William F. Nye is th e g r e a t 
Diplomacy Needed.
Mrs. Ralph Morton, who are at Spot officers installed were as
follows:
Women were holding a market in a est a u t h o r it y o n re fin e d oils in th e
ted Mountain is reported as being M., Thayer Ellis; O., H. B. McCard; Columbus store when the supply of
ill.
He is being cared for by Mrs. L., Ella Rowe; S., Scott Elis; Ass. cottage cheese began to run low. The w o r ld . H e w a s th e first b o tt le r ; has
th e la rg e st b u sin e ss a n d NYOIL
D. E. Hinkley.
S., Howard Herrick; Chaplain, Ber demand for the cheese was so great
Mrs. Albert C. Carlton and Master tha Russell; Treas., Myra Hinkley; that the women worried because they is th e b e st o il h e has e v e r m a d e .
Donald were week end guests of Mr. Secretary, Eben Rowe; G. K., Vance had not brought in a larger supply.
NYOIL has no equal.
Finally one of them declared she
and Mrs. II. B. McCard.
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.
Oakes; C., Susie Stewart; P., Guida
Beware of scented mixtures called
could present a solution for the
Mr. and Mrs. Goe. Snowman, who Philbrick; F., Irene Kempton;
L.
Offers room with hot aid
Use NYOIL on eveiything
have been spending the winter with Asst., Marion Quimby. Music w^is trouble. She seized a real egg and oil.
cold water for $1.00 per day
their daughter, Mrso Wentworth of furnished by the orchestra. At the broke it. > She beat the egg to a frothy where a light oil is required. It pre
and up, which includes free
mass. Then she worked the beaten vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
use of public shower baths.
Portland returned home
Saturday close of the exercises a short pro
egg into the rapidly diminishing sup tion. Sportsmen, use it liberally on
night.
Nothing to Equal This in New England
gram, consisting of a farce, “The ply of cottage cheese and, behold, one
Ed. Morrison is at home from the Hotel” Piazza and music was enjoy quart had grown to three quarts. A your firearms and your rod. You will
Rooms wiih private baths
find it by far the best Hardware and
woods and is confined to the house ed.
Games were also played.
Re merchant bought the whole supply.
for $1.50 per day and up;
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
by
illness.
“Just
leave
it
here
until
noon
and
suites of two rooms and bath
freshments of ham sandwiches, cake,
bottles , cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Burdette of coffee and ice cream were served. I will take it home,” he said.
for $4.00 per day and up.
in trial s.lcs at ru u. Made?by
Rumford
were
guests
of
Mr.
and
When
he
returned
the
beaten
egg
A B S O L U T E L Y F IR E P R O O F
The committee in charge
were
had
collapsed
and
there
was
only
the
Mrs.
Will
Tibbetts
Thursday.
W M F. NYE,
Wm. Tomlinson, Sylvader Hinkley
Strictly a Temperance H o tel
Mr. . and Mrs. Victor Fuller are Norman Huntoon assisted by Mrs. original amount of cottage cheese in
Send for Booklet
New Bedford, Mass.
receiving congratulations
on
the Nate Ellis and Mrs. Wm. Tomlinson. the can. The explanations required
STORER F. C RAFTS, G en .
Manager
diplomacy.—Indianapolis News.
birth of a son.
Mother and little All present enjoyed a fine time.
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Time was when he to the top of the barrier, the lad be although the trapper’s body was cold
night to feed and these auto parties trap nowadays.
entire came a spectator at, and to a cer and stiff in that awful hug, Bruin
go out at about seven o’clock
and would work throughout an
‘ Old Frank” had
hunt all night and their lights are winter trapping, shooting or snaring tain extent a participator in, a dis was also dead.
so strong that the deer cannot see anything that wore a marketable fur, play, combat—call it what you will— trapped his last hear--W ide World
to get out of the way. I have seen but now, seeing that he had already such as is seldom viewed by human Magazine.
i a small army with their rifles point passed the eighty-third milestone on eyes.
ing up in the air ready for a shot. life’s journey, he had decided that
Kl NEO-JACKMAN
There on the frozen creek, some H E A R IN G ON
If I could not get a deer any other for the future his game should be 20 feet below him, stood man and
• RO AD .
way than that I would not hunt at bears only, tie left to his son the bear, the one shaken and tired, the
all.
Some of our guides are fond more strenuous and exacting work other enraged and in pain. Trapped
A hearing was held Thursday aft
of the same sport as they don’t have necessary during the intensely cold they both were, for the farther bank ernoon before the’ State Highway
Flagstaff, Me., Jail. 28, 1914.
to drag them and it causes
less period of the winter.
of the creek was almost perpendicu Commission in the Senate Chamber
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
labor.
Jim, liis little eight-year-old grand lar and practically unscalable.
on the proposed road from Jackman
A few lines
about
enforce
I don’t think much of 'the special son, always accompanied the old man
To the keen-witted lad it was evi to Kineo via Long Pond. The case,
ment of our game laws. It would be law on streams either.
A special on his excursions.
The youngster
dent
that for the moment fear had of those favoring the construction of
a good idea to put some one in that law on some lakes is all right but was keenly interested in the work,
this road was presented by William
would understand the ins and outs |the special law on streams is an and was by no means a mere pas gripped the hearts of both antagon
R. Pattangall of Waterville. In his
ists,
hut
such
timidity
or
fear
is
ol
of the thing and to do so we want to Iinjury to the people as during drowth senger.
All that his grandfather
presentation of the case he spoke of
get in the first place, one law for i or the dry time in the summer, the could tell him of the habits of Bruin, a very transient nature, and simul- j
the great benefit accruing to summer
taneously
with
the,
first
movement
on
the whole state and one law
for brooks are dried down so that the about hunting tricks and carefully
visitors, although he did not favor
everything, fish and game, and have j water in the old beaver ponds gets thought-out trapping devices, baits the part of the hunter to recapture
building such a road for these people
his
fallen
rifle
the
bear
stood
erect,
that law enforced.
As it is it is stagnated and many thousands
of and “ trap houses” the little fellow
alone.
And he spoke of tire exshaking.
In order to get this law trout die and the lakes that are readily assimilated, and as the oddly and, limping painfully, advanced upon
cellent farm and timber lands all
his
foe.
every man that is interested in dammed up so that the water cannot assorted pair wended their way
Would his grandfather succeed in along the way of the proposed route,
game and the protection of it must j circulate, naturally the water will be through the timber, the old man
Many residents frmn along the
JuA as
stand up and vote for some good re i all full of germs. The fish in the carefully picking out and snowshoein recovering his rifle? No!
liable representative who will look lake have a kind of sore growth. It a trail which the child might easily Dennison’s fingers touched the bar line of the proposed route were on
after it and not depend on somebod I starts and grows up on the fish and traverse on his smaller shoes, the rel he slipped on the treacherous ice hand at the hearing and spoke of
else.
As for instance, the last li j soon they die and thatis not
Quick as a flash he rose the benefit of the road. And the
all, sharp crack of the handy little “ 22” and fell.
general opinion seemed to be that
cense law which was brought ^ on 1they are not fit to eat.
Ihave
carried by the lad was frequently again, grasping the weapon by the
through a piece of carelessness of seen lots of them caught and thrown heard, followed by his joyous shout barrel end, but with a speed equal in the county would be willing to co
operate in the road construction.
some of our officers believing some back.
as some unwary rabbit or incautious every way to his own the bear was
C. ,S. Humphry of Madison, a civil
body else.
upon
him.
Now a little about the lawsin this whisky jack fell wounded to
the
engineer,
who drew' up the plans of
If they would get some
wardens j state in protecting the fish
Vainly
did
the
lad
discharge
the
and death.
It was an excellent training
who were reliable and would
pay ! game.
It is not the
complicated for such a life as the old man fondly i contents of his small-caliber arm at the proposed road, showed on the
some of the deputies a salary the I law that protects the game, it is the hoped lay before his little compan- the beast; such tiny missiles, well j map that the route followed the gen
same as some of the chiefs it would plain, sensible law that every man, ion.
River
aimed though they were, served only I eral contour of the Moose
be more like some system and have woman and boy can understand, and
Valley.
to
enrage
the
animal.
On the day of the tragedy they had
more influence for protection. What if they can, they will show some re- crossed the four miles of ice which
What a spectacle that must have I And near the close of the hearing
we want is to have a law that is ! spect for the law which they are to lay between mainland and island, been! To and fro dodged the com -1Governor William T. Haines spoke
holding and still have it so
that |abide by; so here is hoping
that and were to visit three traps
set batants, always within inches of each ; as follows on the matter:
the average man and sportsman can j every man will look ahead and vote eight days before. ‘ It had been a other, ever striving, the t>ne to get i “ This is an old proposition which
understand it and not have it
so for the benefit of* the state as well tiring journey across the lake.
Old rifle length away, the other to em has been before the county commis
crooked.
As for instance, the law as for himself.
Frank, much against his will,
was bed his claws in any portion of his J sioners of Somerset county for a
on fur bearing animals, which says
In regard to the resident hunters forced to admit to himself that each adversary’s anatomy.
Oh, they’re! long time and has always been op
that it “shall be unlawful to catch of the state, if such a thing is passed trip became harder for him.
His devilishly cunning brutes, those big posed by the land owners.
or have in possession any bur bear the state will have to pay the farm legs and back were not so supple as
“ It is nowr pretty well understood
bears!
Strive as he would, Den
ing animals except bear, fox' musk ers their damage on their crops as j of yore, and he arrived on the island
nison could never get sufficiently f a r ; by all; they have been trying to get
rat, weasel and beaver.”
Can any the farmer feeds the deer in
the feeling far from fit for the
heavy away to enable him to bring
his j a highway for years, and this is one
of you see the catch?
summer and gets them fat and if they tramp which was yet to be accomp rifle into service.
First this way, of the finest spots in the State of
Now to come back to the license don’t get their damage their trusty lished.
"With a well-defined sense; then that, dodged the whiteheaded j Maine to be developed for agricul
law for non-resident hunters.
If rifle goes out at the back
•
window oi' relief, he remembered that his cld hunter, vainly striving for
the tural purposes.
they cannot get monqy enough to and when the report is
“ I notice some of the papers have
sounded son had promised to join him
in ! few' inches of additional space which
support the commission it would be down goes Mr. Deer to pay the dam- i time to haul the sledge home. Thank j
would allow of his getting a shot suggested that this w'as a scheme to
a good thing to tax the residents of age and they are none to
blame goodness he would not have to do into the heart of his antagonist, yet get some of the higlnVay money to
this state one dollar a year for a either.
If there is any man that; that job to-day!
ever frustrated by the pain-madden-1 build a piece of road 100 miles long
hunting license and stop the young doubts this statement I hope he will
Slipping on their snowshoes, the ed but wary beast.
Once
those j through from SkowTiegan to Kineo.
kids under 16 from hunting except write his doubts in the Maine Woods pair set off, Jim, as a concession t o '
mighty claws actually struck, but an I want to say that the nearest ter
with their guardians or a guide as
A. W. Deming, guide.
his ideas of a trapper’s “ pack adroit twist of the head rendered the minal of the road at either end
they are not capable of carrying a
ing,” being burdened with the ample blow effective only to the extent of would be 67 miles from Skowhegan
gun at that age.
And another law
Bay' tearing off the rabbit-skin cap and j from the route through to Parlin
T H R IL L IN G
BATTLE
B E T W E E N lunch, contained in a Hudson
we want is a law to prevent night
The road from
Jackman
Company’s pail, and liis own little ripping an ugly gash in the veteran’s Pond.
M AN A N D H U G E BEA R IN
hunting with automobiles, as
last
down the Moose R iver. valley, the
repeating rifle, while the grandfath cheek.
N O R T H E R N O N T A R IO .
fall I found several dead deer in a
nearest terminal would be 77 miles
er shouldered his heavier “ 32” and
Snarling, with foam-flecked
lips. |
radius of five miles and there were
from Skowhegan and the other one
hauled
the
sledge.
and with a horrible display of yel- 1
The traveler or newly arrived set- \
several shot at night to my knowledge
At the first trap visited they drew low teeth, the bear fought on, fury about 90 and whoever gave out such
as it was done near where I live. tier in the Nipigon District of North a blank.
a statement as that ought to studyNot a track, not a sign j
The deer come out in the field at ern Ontario hears a good deal about j of visitant w-as there, and after care-1 and pain lending added ferocity to the geography of the State of Maine.
his attack.
Warily, but with rap !
the hard lives and harder deaths' of |
“ Also 1 want to state that the
the inhabitants of the territory. fully examining bait and trap-spring1idly diminishing strength, the now
proposed road does not involve in
hunter
eluded clutch j
Frank Dennison and his deeds will off they tramped toward their next j bare-headed
any way the expenditure of a dollar
after clutch, blow after blowr, everi
often be mentioned, but of his goal.
It was a long, hard march. Here and again turning a hasty glance to of the so-called bond issue money
j death—which occurred some five or
or highway money which the State
six years ago—few will talk, for all and there in the clearings patches1the summit of the pile, where stood
j are* trappers or hunters, and super of bare, brown earth had to be cross-1 Jim, working the lever of his little might pay out for another purpose of
highway expenditure. 1 assume that
stitious to a degree.
This story was ed, and the sledge dragged heavily. |rifle as though possessed.
;§||pp^and each a
the land owners w'ill give the land
|related to me by an old trapper with Halting in the midst of a. cluster of
Now the man was down, and Bruin damages and I suppose the Kineo
|P^better loaf than
spruce,
they
lighted
a
fire,
boiled
whom I am on intimate terms, and,
fell on all fours, intent on crushing Co. and other owners along the way
you have evermade
after writing out and reading it over! tea, toasted their frozen sandwiches the life out of his victim, but once
w'ill contribute largely towards the
before—yours if
to him, I obtained his assurance, and partook of lunch in true bush again the hunter escaped.
With a building of the road, and it is not
fashion.
Afterward came a b rief:
“
That’s
just
how
it
happened.”
you will only ^
lightning-like twist he slipped aside j
The winter was waning. True, the rest, and then they set off again,; just as the bear dropped his entire j an expensive job at the most I am
k specify W il- ®
snow still lay deep and crusted in th for the sun sinks early in these weight upon the solid ice; but that not an advocate of either road, but
liam T e ll ^
bush, and the prevailing cold was latitudes, and should their next trap twist entailed the loss of his rifle I don’t want the people of the State
of Maine to think it is a scheme to
be
ilk , w h e n y o u
intense, but out in the open the sun’s be occupied a full hour would
again.
Hastily rising to his feet, j get away from the department any
spent
in
skinning
the
catch
and
re
order flour.
rays, daily increasing in power, had
Dennison, with the force lent
b y ; funds whether bond money or any
already made considerable progress arranging the trap, and even then realization o f liis
desperate posi other money from the State treas
W
Just as good for
in their snow-dispelling mission. Trap the third had still to be visited.
tion, planted a blow straight from ury to be used for improving high
cake and biscuits and
Some 30 minutes of steady march
i
pers and hunters were working hard
the shoulder upon his enemy’'’ snout)
pastry and all the rest
j during the few remaining days of ing brought them to the spot where as he s lowly regained his upright! ways in the State.
of the good things
“ I have no interest whatever and
Iwhat had proved to be an exception the big steel jaws had been set and posture.
The effort was tpo se-! own no land along the route, it is
to eat that good
anchored
by
a
strong
chain
to
a
tree
1
ally good fur season on the Canadian
vere; an insecure footing on the only a question of public service for
^
flour makes.
stump, but of trap or its occupant;
shores of Lake Superior.
bare ice was insufficient to
with
All extra nutri- 1
Old Frank Dennison whose prowess there was nothing to be seen other j stand the shock of impact, and once Ithe convenience of the people. I
p jp ik tious, too, beas a bear trapper had been the talk than the broken anchor chain. The more the valiant old man sprawled at; want to dispossess the erroneous im
cause William
pressions which have been given to
of the entire territory for
many heavily trampled snow and a trail, j full length.
Frantically he wriggled
yP * Tell js miiie(j byi
years, had done exceedingly well so newly made, indicated a recent cap-) towards his rifle, lying a yard or the public through the columns of
ou r special process
the press as above stated.”
j far.
No fewer than 14 of the shag- ture, and so, with rifle at half cock, so to one side.
He gripped it and,
from Ohio Red Winter
j gy-pelted monsters, emerging
from the wary old hunter and his little j rolling over again, succeeded in fir
Wheat— the richest
their winter quarters, had
fallen companion cautiously commenced toi ing into the body directly above him.
k andL vest growm^$*«»
victims to his cunningly
arranged follow their prey.
The wound, though fatal was a good
Five or six hundred yards through
traps, and he was cheerfully
con
six inches too low to be instantly!
templating the close of a season the trampled and crushed brush they, effective.
With
fearful roar the
which would, if good fortune contin were halted by a naturally formed bear fell backward.
Only for an in
La Grippe in itself is seldom fatal.
ued to smile upon him, enrich his breast-high barricade of fallen trees, stant, however, was he at a disad
but
the
trail
indicated
that
Bruin,
But
the w’eakness, lassitude and loss
j by no means scanty hoard by close
vantage.
Growling and snarling, he
with the heavy trap still fastened
0. H. MCKENZIE TRADING! OO. , upon $400.
recovered himself, and lurched to of appetite induced by it leaves the
Bears and bears alone would he to one of his hind feet, had scaled wards the now thoroughly exhausted’ system easy prey to the ravages of
Phillips, M*.
the barrier, and, of course, the hunt
other ills.
i
trapper.
ers must follow suit.
“ L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine is an
Lying terror-stricken on the top ofj
Kicking off their snowshoes, the
Catches by the neck or body in
unfailing remedy for these dangerous
stead of the feet, killing instantly
pair made ready to scale the barri the pile, his puny little weapon emp after-effects.
It tones up the en
without injuring the pelt. A hu
mane feature that is very com
o cade, hut with instinctive caution the ty and his valiant little body fear-| tire system, builds up the appetite
mendable: B ESID ES IT S A V E S
lad was warned to remain behind stiffened, Jim watched the monster and restores strength.
E V E R Y FUR FOR TH E T R A P O
The only trap ever con
until
the old man had
ascertained gather his foe into his huge arms.
Mrs. Croxford’s letter tells the
E
—*
structed with a DOUBLE T R IP
A V T IO N ., $ bait trigger and a foot
the
nature
of
the
country
ahead. Closer and closer was the poor old whole story:
Hpedal trip. An ideal trap for savSlowly Dennison scaled the pile, and, man drawn into that dread embrace. Carmel, Maine:
(hg furs or mink, skunk, "c o o n ” ,
ate,, There isf no escape, the trap
glancing
at the land in front, was Then Jim fainted.
| •“IKi 11
"I was very poorly after an attack
per gets every pelt..
Nothing more did the little fellow of La Grippe.
surprised to find no trail whatever.
S -mirrful
A friend recommend
I ll| U r brings illustrated Guide
ft
1
L giving the first time in
When his father arrived on ed “ L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine and 1
For a brief instant his hunter’s wit know.
no xiiai
print the treasured secrets of the,
must have failed him, for, fully an the scene, having tracked the couple got a bottle.
wisest old trappers .in tips eon ntj-y.
ttlvih
It has done me lots
It's worth dollars to you.
ticipating a continuance of the an through the bush, night had already of good.
bn ; ) ,
I shall always keep it on
Jim, well-nigh frozen, lay hand.”
imal’s tracks, he had neglected to fallen.
3 .pjal CH
look Immediately below him, and his exactly as he was when a merciful
I)U B .- j r,
(Signed) Mrs. M. L. Croxford.
moccasined feet slipped from their Providence sent oblivion unon him.
Ward off La Grippe with "L. F.”
insecure hold on the topmost log.
Descending into that ghastly, blood-f
Big 35 Cent Bo'ttle at Dealers.
) b n .fi h a f iq j,
3 Y tf M
“ Run, Jim; I’m done!” he shouted, stainM arena the son realized that)
FREE Trial Sample by Mail.
PAftK,f|LL
TRAPPERS’ SUPPLY 0 >
as he fell.
.saar.' ,btoi!bt»£I w?VI
his father had died as he had lived,! “ L. F ” MEDICINE CO., Portland,
f ifin c lq r o o d T
.ru m o tL
It was not so, however.
Climbing manfully, and not unsuccessfully, for, Me.
WWJ
fil.'-xifiiiH/bfil—.xoBmolqib

IDEAS OF DEAD
RIVER GUIDE
Matters of Vital Importance to the
State of Maine Brought to
Your Attention.

L a G rip p e

THE DEADLY WEAKENER

<

MAINE WOODS, PHILLIPS, MAINE, FEBRUARY 5, 1914

THINKS $25
NOT TOO HIGH
If There Is a Fair Chance of Se
curing a Moose.

Hempstead, Lond Island,
Jan. 23, 1914.
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
Enclosed please find $1.00
for
Maine Woods.
Having been to your great state
of Maine during the hunting season,
and knowing the big game situation
there from a practical
standpoint,
should like to state, in reference to
the important moose question, that
I think the $25.00 license is not too
high if there is a fair chance of get
ting a moose, hut the percentage of
sportsmen who really go up into the
state of Maine after moose are small,
as moose-hunting entails more hard
ships and greater expense than deer
hunting, and the sportsman
whose
Bole ambition is to bag a bull moose
plans a trip to New Brunswick, Nova
Scotia or the- far northwest, where
he is almost sure of meeting with
success.
There should positively be a close
time on bull moose in the state of
Maine for not less than four years,
and a revival of the $15 license on
buck deer only.
This would elimin
ate the many unnecessary accidents
in the woods, caused by the inexper
ienced who shoot at anything that
looks like a deer.
Some of my friends who, in the
past, have made annual trips to the
Maine woods after deer, went else
where this last season, one going to
the Adirondacks and two going into
Pennsylvania, each returning home
with the limit the law allows. These
men are all liberal spenders
and
men of means, but feel that the
raise in the license is unjust to the
non-resident hunter, while the resi
dent sportsman, (who should be tax
ed $1.00), is not required to procure
a license.
Let us hope, from time to time,
that others will voice their senti
ments in this matter, and that the
all-important question will be prop
erly adjusted to the mutual benefit
of all concerned.
r Maine
Woods is a great paper,
and should be highly commended on
its fearless attitude, taking this
stand, as it does, for wiiat is just
and right.
Very truly yours,
Joseph B. Jowitt.

out, surely!
John and Dan were expected to go
to the top of the tower once an hour.
They must take a careful look a(Written for Maine Woods)
round.
If a fire is spotted, it is
Cambridge, Mass., Jan. 1914.
Camping life is undoubtedly health first located with a range-finder, on
Then
the
ful, but it may be made educational, a map of the forests.
stimulating, and interesting.
This Chief Warden is at once notified by
kind of a story of camping out in the telephone, wires for which are laid
The Chief then must
woods of Maine was told me by a to the tower.
ers
ten
to
fifty
men according to the
young friend of mine, a boy of fift
een years, as we sat near the open size of the fire, and starts out from
of
fire-place at Christmas time. He spen Seboomook, to fight the Demon
The methods of this
eight weeks last summer in a log the forests.
camp on Russell Mountain, in com work are probably well known to the
pany with a young firewarden. His readers of “ Maine Woods.’’ When
story I believe, ought to
interest not at the top of the tower, John and
they
the readers of “ Maine Woods.’’ It Dan found much time, which
wisely
employed
in
reading,
climbing
interested me, and led me to recall
some of my own outing experiences. trees, etc.
Rainy days the boys could lay off,
To mention a few,— camping out in
a tent, when a boy, on the shores of for there was no fire danger. Then
friend
Moosehead Lake, with two
other the warden and his young
boys,—a night becalmed in a sail would go for supplies, or wangan,
Or the boys
boat off the coast of Maine,— geolo as they are called.
They
gical trips near Bowdoin college, and would go fishing for trout.
Orr Island, and hunting for minerals also played games, and had shooting
calibre
in the foot-hills of the White Moun contests with the one 22
Another summer
tains, in Oxford County,
Maine,— rifle in camp.
also trips to the top of Mount Wash they would surely be better armed.
ington, and others of the Presidential On rainy days the boys could also
Range,—and, again, visits to lumber- do m ore' cooking on the small cookcamps in winter, and to
sporting stove. They cooked the above raenthey
camps in summer, at Rangeley Lakes Itlone<1
“ <» *•>«««'>»
ONE

B O Y ’S S U M M E R
IN
W O O D S OF M A IN E .

THE

down by fire, and the plan worked. importance than the males.
He took a long pole, tied a bunch of
“ Second:
The killing of does is
rags on one end, saturated them with attended by an unavoidable human
oil and then climbed a tree close mortality.
This seems to be proven
beside the one the bear was in. by the experience in those
states
When he had reached a point a little where dees are killed, and which
higher than the bear he lighted his compatison is made with the states
torch and held it out over the bear’s in which does are not killed.
head and in liis face and the animal
“ Third:
Immature bucks should
angrily backed down from the tree he taken off the open list because
and found himself surrounded by a they cannot be readily distinguished
wire fence and a little later inside from does; because their killing is
a moving cage carefully placed for a waste of meat; / and because they
him, the officers having tangled him are not desirable as an object of
up with ropes and finally bound him |sport,
after he came down from the tree; “ 1 grant that the killing of old,
and was confined in the narrovy spac barren does is desirable, but I must
of the wire netting enclosure.
recognize the fact that such killing
As it turned out neither the bear is only safe when conducted under
nor any of his pursuers were in- perfect conditions, which conditions
jured, and nobody was
seriously ; do not exist if such thinning out is
frightened, but considerable excite-1 left to the public.
The killing of
ment prevailed for a time among a old does on the British preserves is
few occupants of the golf links' and j no uoubt beneficial, but that killing
residents along the bear’s route of! is done only by keepers and others
travel until driven into the tree.
who know the animals and who are
less likely to kill young and product
ive stock.”
W H Y N O T G E T T H E F A C TS

K IL L E D H IS SPA R R O W S
There is no longer any doubt that
the Democratic administration is us
The Buxton correspondent of the
ing the various departments of the
National administration to bolster up Argus says: As Donald Gibson was
th9lr o!. , m that tlie cmmtrv la „ roB in the hen house feeding his
pet
Please pardon tills personal dlgres ! Iare<1 ver5' weU tor outmS 1Ite- They 1
. . dispatch
.°
1
I t
hens, a short time ago he saw the
A. 1
recent
from
sion, and I will now turn to ^ tlie Iused the brook *or washiDg* and 1P,!™!18'
found a good water-hole for a bath. Washington to the effect that the! w£nSs of one of his English, sparrows
story of my bey friend.
As to readihe thev read all the Potato farmers are holding their pro droP0n examination he found a
•He was Invited last summer to As to reading, they read all
eted by Dr G M Northern Shrike or Butcher bird demagazmes
new
and
old,
from
cover;
uutl
Ud,
K’
W
cU
J
oy
ui.
vx.
m.
|
keep company with a young man who
Twitchell in the non-partizan Maine! vouring one.
He caught the offeudwas firewarden on Russell Mountain. to cover.
er and carried him several rods aJohn
and
Dan
turned
in
at
sun-M'aimer
w££b
£be
heading.
W
v
Not
The duties of this kind of service
Then letting him go,
went
and around
tbe Facts.”
That is a soft way.
will appear, as we progress in our down, for they were up
home to fin’d the blood thirsty bird
way
of
demanding,
“
Why
Not
Tell
Truly Nature's clock!
story.
Our young friend, whom we at sunrise.
Dr. TwitGhell says; — had already arrived and among the
There was no hunting, for it was the Truth.”
will call Dan, left Bangor on June
“
Potatoes
sold
at digging time all sparrows again. This was to much
30, and staid in camp with tlie fire close time, and of course the boys over Maine for more than they can for Dan and the murderer was dis
warden till August 20.
Dan and were inclined to be law-abiding citi sell for to-day.
What is outrageous patched with a rifle. Since, several
But deer were seen in large
John were destined to become fasti zens.
The
about the whole matter is the evi more have met the same fate.
friends, and enjoy the woods life to-! numbers’ a11 kinds aud sizes’ also dent combination of middlemen and flock of sparrows have been in the
gether.
They left the Bangor and! many partridges, and two shears,
hen house all winter, living on the
ducks authorities to put all the blame for
Aroostook railroad at Greenville, and though many tracks’
Wild
high prices on the farmer to cover! grain fed to the hens,
took a small steamer for Seboomook, abounded along the streams. There
their own manipulations.
If tlie j
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - via Kineo of summer resort
fani£. was some opportunity for scouting
FO R C L O S IN G COBBOSSEE
around, and they became pretty w ell: government will put the responsibilAt Seboomook, they met the chief
STREAM .
They ity for high prices where it belongs
firewarden, who made his head quart j a < c l u a ” l t e d w * £ b y , o o d s d £ e
the farmer will never shrink from
ers there, and gave his various ward-1 a£e weB> slept well, and Dan gainIt is reported that the petition
his just share.”
ens their instructions. Seboomook is ed *n we*£ht.
staid two months
It is a generally accepted theory j against the closing of the ponds
often called Northeast Carry, there!in camP- and had a good time- 11 that when the railroads are prosper-1tributary to Cobbossee stream is rebeing a three miles c arry to the Wes Jtakes some 1)luck for a boy of fif' ous the rest of the country is pros- j ceiving numerous signers.
DoubtBranch of the Penobscot.
There £een *°
it out aD summei in perous.
It is just as generally ac-; less if the commissioners are presentare ten wardens under this chief, i camP’ but Dan enjoyed it on the cepted that as the railroads prosper
with any reason for re-opening
mostly patrols, only two being Look. ; W h^
a^
'^
u‘ ^
js * 0 ^ 1“ ^
or suffer, the steel business prospers j these waters to winter fishing that
outs.
John and his friend Dan were! tnus Dan recounieu ms summers
I ovnorioiipa in the u-nniin nf ATninp or suffers. Then what sort of con- : carries more weight than the one
bound for lookout duty on
Leaving S eb oom ^ k ^ on 1as we sat around the Christmas f i r e > itions obtain in Ulis country when offered for the closing of them, they
Mountain.
Leaving Seboomook, on|aB vvc
surplus of more than $32,000,0001 will do so at once.
There is no
Northwest Carry, they started on a 11 bstened, and questioned to get all
three-quarters of the question as to the sport of
winter
walk of 18, 23 or 24 miles, over an the story, and then I was interest-,
™
adef^
fishing but there is also no question
old tote-road, which was very rough, ! ed- and mused on my own experienquarter’
that the catches of the past summer
*LOOO.OOO
th«
nnarte.. ,
^
^ ^
water8 have material.
to camp at the foot of the mountain.. CCS in outing life, an<l again c o n f e r
It will show that the beys were well sed m*v ^ove for Nature at first hand,
ly increased over those made
for
CLOSE TIME ON DOES
in wilds of Maine, when I say thatj
Williams,
years «i>ast, and the only
possible
the only communication they
had |
cause of these gratifying results is
A few weeks ago in an interview
THE H IN D S L E A V E FO R T R IP ABEAR ESCAPES FRO M ZOO
with the civilized world, other than
the fact that the waters have been
ROUND T H E W ORLD.
says the Bangor Commercial
Hqn.
a telephone service to the Lookout,
closed for the past three years to
Moscow, a large cinnamon bear in Walter L Neal o£ Bel£ast’ a meffiber ice fishing
for fire warnings, was to walk back
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Hinds and twelve miles to Elm Stream or No. j the Zoo at. Franklin Park, made his o£ the commission on inland fisher-j
__
daughter, Miss Ethel of
Portland, 1 Camp, where the mail was toted, escape from the big den where he ies and game’ said that he favored ;
started last week on Thursday for once a clay from Seboomook. No. l j h « been confined recently, and for a law which would prohibit the kill- PETITION TO CLOSE LOVEJOY
POND.
their trip around the world.
Camp was half-way house, as itia, few hours made tilings pretty live-l*ng
doe
as £b<y baAt no
antlers.
Com.
Neal
believes
that
were, to their camp at the foot o f ; ly for his keeper, the employees at
this kind of a law would make the
IT PAYS T O A D V E R T IS E
IN
A hearing was held Thursday be
Russell Mountain.
Arrived at their j the Zoo and a squad of
policemen
i hunter more careful and as a result fore the State Commissioners of In
MAINE W O O D S . L O W A D V E R 
home for two months ih the woods, from the Jamaica Plain station, beTISING RATESDon found a one-room log
camp, .sides causing numerous residents and tbe3' would not apt to he sath a land Fisheries and Game on the
built by woodsmen for the
United j housewives more or less fright before! .£oat) o£ human li\ts in the wood., petition of citizens of Albioon and vi
cinity .to have Lovejoy pond closed'
States Government) and loaned to! lie was finally recaptured and safely during tbe huntm& season,
At a recent session of)
the fire-warden.
A spring brook ran! confined again.
The bear
made
•A*1’- Neals interview has brought to fishing.
.to
in front o(: the camp.
Iliis escape by wrenching apart th e : forth a letter from Ernest Schaef- the Legislature, Albion pond,
After a good night’s rest, we will j iron bars of the den and' it was only j D© secretary of the California fish gether with several other bodies of
follow the boys in their routine day’s l by the prompt discovery of his a c-jauc^ £*mie commission, in which
he water in that vicinity were, opened’
to ice fishing after having been clos
work and camp life. The wroods is j lion by the keeper that the grizzly1says in\regard to tlie present law.
Both sides of
no place for late risers.
At 4 a. bears in the den with him did not
^ou appreciate the psychology cf ed for five years.
m. they were up, got their break- j also get out and increase the general; tlxe situation perfectly, for it is a the matter were discussed at the
fact that by compelling tlie hunter j hearing, but the commissioners made
fast, and filled the dinner pail, for Iexcitement-of the occasion,
they must put in a strenuous day in j The bear made his way
across to he careful—to hesitate just that ■no decision.
fair weather, on duty at the Lookout,! Walnut avenue, pursued by the keep- extra second before shooting— w e | The residents of Albion claim that
at the top of the mountain. Are ycu- er and, after running iu front of a prevent the taking of many human; they do not enjoy the same privilegEd Grant, Beaver Pond Camps
curious aa to what the boys ppt in grocery •team and badly frightening lives that under a different system es as the Waterville fishermen; that
New reading matter, interesting.
f they have only one pond in their
The first edition was exhausted much sooner a dinner pail, of their own cooking? the horse; made his way back
to would be sacrificed.
than we expected and the popular demand was
“ I would strongly urge upon you j vicinity and that the fish should he
so great for a second edition that we published Well, there were baked beans (that ward the park and crossed Glen. Roa
*nenlarged and improved edition to be sold by necessary
article of woods, life), into the woods and was finally cap the necessity of adding spike bucks! protected for summer fishing, while
Bail (postpaid! at the low price named.
the the residents of Waterville and vi
Twelve cents, postpaid. Stamps accepted.
biscuit, potatoes, boiled rice, molas tured near tlie house of Superintend to the protected list and for
a same reason that is good in the cinity have several ponds to go to.
ses, coffee, and sometimes apple pie, ent Shea, after having climbed
J W. BRACKETT CO ,
The remonstrants claim that the
Some men may have
made from dried apples.
Taking the tree,‘ from which he was, after some case of does.
Phillips, Me.
dinner pail and a gallon water can, Idifficulty and much time,
driven eyesight so good as to be able to pond is not stocked with trout, sal
suitable
the hoys would walk to the top of! down and into a temporary encios- tell a spiked buck from a doe at 100 mon or bass and is not
MAPS OF M AINE
the mountain.
It was a hard walk ] ure of wire netting, inside of which yards, but the writer most confess waters for such stocking, and that
of a mile or mere, up hill of course, was a transportation cage, and to that lie is not one of those fortun the new regulations have not had a
RESORTS A N D ROADS
and over a very rough trail.
The which he was finally driven and se ate ones, and, further, it is his opin fair trial and should not be set light
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries path was blazed scarcely at all.
ion that the majority of - hunters are ly aside.
cured.
t
*°r maps of the fi-ihing regions of the
A. O. Hall and George Hammond
in a class with' him.
Furthermore,
When
the
bear
made
his
escape
he
What
did
the
boys
wear
for
cloth
state, e tc.
We can furnish the follow
of
ing?
They were not dressed in the encountered Patrolman Quilty, who even if it were possible in all cas of Albion and George Gillison
ing m aps:
Franklin County
$ .50 skin of a bear, like our friend, Joe I rushed to the nearest telephone and es to distinguish a spiked buck from Waterville appeared in behalf of the
The opponents
were
.50 ! Knowles.
Somerset County
They wore
a
woolen sent word to the Franklin Park sub a doe, it would still be an economic petitioners.
Oxford C ou n ty
.50 union suit, khaki trousers, two pairs police station, from which patrolmen loss to destroy the Immature animal, represented by S. L. Berry of WaterPiscataquis County
.50
and certainly a most decided loss to ville.
Aroostook County
.50 ! of woolen socks, and moccasins, no responded, and a little later a house
At the moun wife, looking out of her window, saw sport, for the killing of a little buck
Washington County
.50 1shirt, and a soft hat.
1.00 1tain-top was the Lookout, a tower the huge animal regaling
Outing m ap of Maine, 20x35 in
himself should he no more source of pride
Archeological Find.
.35 forty feet high, built around a tree. with the contents of the garbage can to any real sportsman. Besides this,
Geological map of Maine
Some interesting remains of an old
.35
R. R. map of Maine
they in her back yard and immediately the killing of an immature ' animal Friary have been brought to light
.35 With an eye to their duty,
Androscoggin County
climbed
at
once
to
the
top
and
took telephoned the Jamaica Plain police provides the sportsman either with during alterations to Cromwell House
.35
Cumberland County
the site of the birthplace of Oliver
.50 a look around.
Hancock C ou n ty
What a panorama station, and soon a squad of officers no trophy at all, or with one that is Cromwell, at Huntingdon, England.35 met their gaze!
Kennebec C ou nty
To the east loom in charge of Sergeants Gilman and of very little interest or value.
The remains include the base of a wall
.35
Knox County
“ The discussion of this
subject
To
the Arnold, were in hot pursuit until Mr.
with parts of two doorways. The
.35 ed grand old Katahdin.
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
From this could be strung out at great length, foundation of a large chimney stack
Southward lay Bruin took to the tree.
Penobscot County
.50 north were lakes.
.35 Moosehead Lake, dear to the sports lofty porch it became a problem to but I think we win our point by pre has been found, and in one hearth
Waldo C ounty
.35 man’s heart.
York County
ashes still remained. The house is
On the north
and get him down, but after honey had senting these three arguments:
“ First:
No state can afford tc believed to have been founded by the
been
strewed
about
the
foot
of
the
west
were
the
forests
and
the
lowJ. W B R A C K E T T CO.,
lying Aroostook Mountains. Enough tree to no avail Sergeant Thompson kill female deer, for from a breeding Augustinian Friars shortly before
Phillips.
Maine. scenery for one summer’s camping) conceived the idea of driving him standpoint they are vastly of more 1285.
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Where To Go In Maine

situated near Rosali, in the Gower pen
insula in South Wales, and is known
by the name of Paviland cave. The
discovery there, said the professor, of
a painted skeleton, long known as the
“ Red Lady,” had rendered it famous.
Lake Parlin House and Camps
Recent investigations showed that this
skeleton was the remains of a member
Are delightfully situated on shore of Lake of the tall upper palaeolithic race.
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
The bones of the animals, most of
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for automo
them extinct, were in agreement with
biles being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Lake Pailin and the 12 out ponds in the this conclusion, the most abundant be
radius of four miles furnish the best of fly
fishing the whole season The house and ing the horse, cave bear, bison, rein
camps are new and have all modern conven deer and rhinoceros.
The mammoth
iences. such as baths, gas lights, open rock
was less common. The Implements In
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, moun cluded
objects carved out of mam
tain climbing automobiling. etc.
moth’s ivory, ivory rods, awls and
amulets, bone marrow scoops, and
Jackman, Maine
H. P. M cK E N N E Y , Proprietor,
Write for booklet.
wolves’ teeth, perforated for suspeneion as a necklace. The cave, which
Mrs. Willard Moody and son Birdwas an ideal hunting lodge for palaeo
ell visited her mother, Mrs. Mary lithic man, was the most westerly out
RANGELEY, MAINE
Pickard of West Phillips last week.
post of the race in Europe.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Kenniston were
guests of Mrs. Augusta Mecham last
W ife's Allowance.
Sunday.
The abysmal ignorance o f a great
Mrs. Ella Nickerson has been majority of married American women
AT
confined to the house for the past concerning the simplest facts and
J o h n C a r v i l l e ’s C a m p s week with a bad cold.
forms of business is amazing and pa
thetic. Before showing a high school
at Spring Lake
girl a cook-book and teaching her how
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout- My camps
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
to
make pie we would show her a
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
checkbook and teach her how to make
purest of spring water and the table is first-class,
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
a deposit. You have insured your life,
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
Feb. 2.
we trust, in favor o f your wife; but
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
Carlton and Gerald Reed were have you explained to her what she
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout.
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family guests last Sunday of Ernest Dun should do with the money if it should
Bummer resort. Telephone communications with
fall into her hands—what sort of in
ham of Madrid.
Aillage and doctor. References furnished. Terms
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
J. H. Welts is ill with a bad vestments to make; with whom to con
JOHN CAR VILLE, Flagstaff, Me.
sult; how to check up a bank pass
cold.
f
Miss Fern Gould was at home over book?
S A D D L E B A C K L A K E C AM PS.
In the
The best beginning for such an edu
Sunday,
the
guest
of
her
mother,
Rangeley Region. Booklet.
cation is to give your wife—at once—
Hemon S. Blackwell. Dallas, Maine
Mrs. George Gould.
a fixed allowance, whatever portion of
Mr. and Mrs. Elvin McLaughlin of the family income reasonably belongs
J I M POND GAMPS
Reed’s were guests last Sunday of to her for her personal use. There is
IN DEAD RIVER REGION.
Mr, and Mrs. W. F. Sweetser.
no more reason that a wife should ask
Good fishing. Three miles buckboard
The two Swede fellows who have her husband whether she may have $2
road. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write been cutting birch and boarding at with which to buy a pair of gloves
for booklet.
Solon Mecham’s, finished their job than there is that he should ask her
M.'M. GREEN & BROS.,
last Saturday, and have returned to whether she will please see that the
Jim Pond Camps,
Eustis, Me.
beds are made and the dinner cooked.
their home in Kingfield.
Ben Lander of Kingfield was a If a wife cannot handle her own pin
money intelligently, what is the use
caller at Solon Mecham’s last Sun of leaving her life insurance?—Phila
day.
delphia Saturday Evening Post.

±

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.

Taken From the Spanish.
The origin of the American dollai
mark in the abbreviation of the Spanish-American “ pesos,” with the p and
the s monogrammed, was described by
Dr. Florian Cajori of Colorado college
in the Popular Science Monthly. Doc
tor Cajori gives more data on the
history of the mark, showing that in
Argentina $ usually follows the nu
merals in the short advertisements in
newspapers, but usually precedes the
numerals when they are arranged in
columns. Mr. E. Tobitt of the Omaha
public library says it contain^ an
original ledger of George Washington,
In which the $ is used frequently. The
diary of Ezra L’Hommedleu, written
in 1776, shows the earliest occurrence
known of this use. It became preva
lent gradually, being used at first as
an occasional substitute for the word
“dollars” spelled out.

F IS H I N C

ROAD ASSESSM ENTS.

YO R K C A M P S ,

EAST MADRID

WEST END
HDTEL

H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r.
Portland,
Maine
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
American plan. Send for circular.
Camps at Long
Pond.
Ma n y
out-lying ponds,
S. C. HARDEN,
Rangeley, Maine

FISHING
Write

MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC H«TUSE
AN D LOG CAMPS.
Heart of the Rangeleys. Best fishing region.
Special June and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
D E A D R IV E R REGION

The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F.
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
O U A N A N IC H E LODGE.
Grand Lake Stream , W ash in gton Co.. Me.
W orld wide known for its famous fishing,
vacation and hunting country.
N orw ay Pines House and Camps. Dobsis Lake
Most attractive situation in Maine. Good
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for
machines. From there one can take steamer to
any part of the laxe territory. T he best hunt
ing, fishing and vacation section of beautiful
Washington Co. Address for particulars W . G .
R O SE . Manager, Princeton. Me.. Dec, 1st to
April 1st.
RANGELEY L AK ES
Camp Bamis, The Birches. The Barker. Write
for free circular.
CAPT. F. C. B A R K E R . Bemis. Maine.
V IA RUMFORD FALLS
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
fishing begins about June 1. Send for circular.
House always open. JOHN CH AD W ICK & CO.,
Upper Dam, Maine.
BELGR ADE L A K E S, M AIN E.
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
England. Best black bass fishing.in the world,
bast trout fishing in Maine.
CHAS. N . HILL & SON. Managers.
R A N G E LE Y L A K E S.
Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the foot
o£ Bald Mountain in a good fishing Bection.
Steamboat - accommodations O. K. Telephone
connections at camps. Two mails daily. Write
for free circulars to
AMOS ELLIS, Prop’ r.,
Bald Mountain,
Maine

CHASE POND CAMPS.
Now is the
time to plan your 1914 outing. Why
not take a trip to the real Pine Woods?
Camps reached same day from Boston.
Good trout fishing, mountain climbing,
boating, canoeing. Good log cabins.
Rates reasonable. Write for booklet.
GUY GHADOURNE. Prop.,

Bingham, Maine

NORTH PHILLIPS

S ta te o f M a in e .
F R A N K L I N , s s ; Ooturt o f C o u n ty C o m 
m issio n e rs, D e c e m b e r
T erm ,
A. D.
1913.

b ein g a p a rt of N o . 4, the sum of $114,5
as fo llo w s , to w it:
O w n ers.
N o . A c re s .
Val.
Tax.
173
$700
W . E . D od g e,
$14.00
C . F . B la n c h a r d ,
50
A n d e rso n la n d ,
100
2.0»
C. F . B la n c h a r d , *
40
R . 1 an d 2, lo t 6,
150
3.00
C . F . B lan ch ai'd ,
117
40(T
R . 1, lo t 7,
8.00
30
F re d W ilk in s ,
100
2.00
15
O. L . C h an d ler,
30
.60
N o r th & M o sh e r,
50
h o u se an d lo t,
200
4.00
H o ra c e Notrth an d
80
L e o n M osh e r,
200
4.00
A m e r ic a n E n a m e l O o., 169
500
10.00
120
C lare n ce K e lle y ,
300
6.00
140
300
C laren ce K e lle y ,
6.00
156
300
W ilk in s & M o sh e r,
6 OQ
25
50
F . T . D a is e y ,
WO
30
F . M D oi b y,
100
2.00
50
John A d a m s ,
250
6.00
35
100
N a tlia n S every ,
2.09
35
50
D an iel
P e a se ,
1.00
C . F . B la n c h a rd ,
270
600 12.00
D a is e y
land,
C . F . B la n c hai'd,
110
250
F o s te r la n d ,
6.00
200
C. F . B la n c h a rd ,
100
4.00
C . F . B la n c h a r d ,
iOO
lo t N o . 5,
119%
4.00
C. F . B la n c h a rd ,
150
S k e e tu p lo t,
98 %
3.00
40
100
B la n c h a rd & D o d g e ,
2.09
40
150
B la n c h a rd & W ild e r ,
3.09
65
200
J oh n T o w n s e n d ,
4.09
30
50
J oh n T o w n s e n d ,
1.00
T o b e e x p en d ed on th e roads therein
an d H a r r y N . F e rre n o f W e ld is ap
pointed a g e n t to su p erin ten d the ex
p en d itu re th e re o f.
O n P e rk in s p la n ta tio n ,
the sum of
$184.70 a s fo llo w s , to w it:
O w n e rs.
N o . A cres.
Val
Tax
60
$300
P e te r
M e rc h a n t,
$6,09
60
500 10.00
Georjge W e lc h ,
A m e r ic a n E n a m e l C o .,
H ild re th m ill an d
la n d .
2200
44.00
j
K e n d a ll Y o r k
j '
Adam s
fa r m
350
1400 28.00
J oh jl Q L eg.ro<>( h o u se
j ^
lo t
250
5.09
j c p B la n c h a r d
65
150
K e lle y la n d ,
3.09
C . F . B la n c h a r d ,
123
H e lle n lo t,
250
6.09
C. F . B la n c h a r d ,
160
H . C . M c K e e n la n d ,
250
5.00
C. F . B la n c h a r d ,
pant o f H ild re th
la n d ,
10
.59
41
1.59

O n the fir s t d a y o f th e p re se n t term ,
b e in g th e 30th d a y o f D e c e m b e r, A . D .
1913, w e , th e su b sc rib e rs, C o u n ty C o m 
m issio n e rs fo r sa id C o u n ty o f F ra n k lin ,
h a v in g b y one o r m o re o f ou r b oard , in
th e m on th o f S e p te m b e r, A . D . 1913,
m a d e an a n n u a l in sp e ctio n o f a ll
th e
c o u n ty
ro ad s
in
th e
unin corp o rated
tohvnahips an d tr a c t s o f la n d
in
said
C o u n ty o f F ra n k lin , an d h a v in g th e r e upon m a d e a n e s tim a te o f th e
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GUILTY OF ONE SMALL LAPSE

Feb. 2.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Peary
and
daughter Ada were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Dana Stinclifield last Sun RICH IN PALAEOLITHIC RELICS
day.
Mrs. E. R. Lander returned home
last Sunday from a week’s
visit
with her daughters, Mrs. Ina Daven
port and Mrs. Daisy Hollis.
Mrs. Ray Hinkley and Mrs. Cal
vin Thorne were visitors at W. Billington's last week.
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GRANGE PROGRAM
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est service possible.
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Myra Hinkley Music
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The Count of Monte Cristo, Dumas
Everybodys
Strong, April 16.
Dialogue, Charles and Louisa Berry Twenty Years After,
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In addition to the above magazines the misuse of words. One morning this
Music,
Choir Memorial Exercises,
The Three Guardsmen,
Dumas The Outlook is regularly contributed week she said to her mistress: “ ’Ow
Paper:
Our native orchids, or our
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The Honourable Mr. Tawnish,
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ying
T
o
S
a
v
e
M
oney
at
Life Pill®.
P a u l M a th u lk a , o f B u ffa lo ,
H. Stenkiewicy
N, Y „ says th e y are th e “ k in g
of all
B u y in g F o le y ’ s H o n e y and T a r C o m 
laxatives.
T h e y are a b le ssin g to
all pound sa v e s m on ey b e ca u se ju s t a fe w Amanda of the Mill,
M. Van Vorst
ray family a n d I a lw a y s k eep a b ox at d oses stop s th e cough an d cold
and
I t q u ic k  The Coryston Family,
home.”
G e t a bo*x and g e t w ell
a - one b o ttle la sts a lo n g tim e.
gain.
P rice 25 c e n ts.
A t D r u g g is t s ly
h eals
ra w an d In flam ed s u rfa c e s , j
Mrs. Humphry Ward
PHILLIPS, M AINE
or by m a ll.
sto p s
tick lin g
th ro a t,
ra sp in g
And Then Came Jean, R. A. Wasore
H. E. B u ck len & C o . P h ila d e lp h ia or S t. c o u g h s, croup, h o a rse n e ss, bron chial and
Farmers’
'Phone
33-3.
Louis.
la grippe cou g h s.
Gold,
S. E. White
The Story of Waitstill Baxter,
K. D. Wiggi
The Wilderness Castaways,
ing Mrs. Burditt’s mother, Mrs. Eu
D. Wallace nice Brimigion and sister, Mrs. J.
Van Cleve, ‘
M. S. W^Hs A. Dunham.
Feb. 3.
Juvenile
Ardine Kinney is working in the
Messrs. Linwood and Otto Haley
Robin Hood’s Barn,
Alice Brown woods at Long pond.
drove to Rangeley Saturday, return
Uncle David’s Boys,
E. A. Brown
Mrs. Cora Stinclifield of Phillips, ing Sunday.
Philippa at Halcyon, K. H. Brown
who has been visiting Mrs. L. B.
Miss Marion Plummer was the
The Hollowell Partnership,
Kinney returned home Saturday.
guest of Mrs. L. B. Field recently.
The kidneys are fo r rem oving waste m atters
K. H. Brown
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Hoyt of New
The Every Thursday club
met
The Goop Directory, Gelett Burgess
from the system .
These waste matters are
Thursday afternoon with Mrs.
G. Portland were in this district Fri
Raymond Benson at Krampton,
poisonous. W hen they are not prom ptly and com 
day to attend the funeral of the
Burleigh F. Beal.
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Kinney visited latter’s uncle, Daniel Brown.
pletely expelled from the body they clog other
Camp Brave Pine,
Mrs. Jessie West, who has been
their daughter, Mrs. George Dun
Harriett Comstock
organs, interfering with their work. Therefore
Mrs.
ham in Strong, the last of the week. with her parents, Mr. and
Miss Santa Claus of the Pullman,
Charles
Lufkin
for
a
few
days,
re
kidney trouble often leads to other troubles— eye
Miss Belle Wilbur is working for
A. F. Jonhston
turned to her home in Rangeley Mon
Mrs.
L.
B.
Kinney.
The
Red
Fairy
Book,
Andrew
Lang
diseases, nervous affections, chronic headache,
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Peary and day night.
The Yellow Fairy Book, Andrew Lan
rheumatism, neuralgia. N eglectin g your kidneys
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Field
were
A Senior Co-ed,
Alice Lee Miss Ada, visited Mr. and Mrs. Dana
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
I.
W.
Smith
when there is anything the m atter with them is
The Squire’s Daughter,
L. C. Lellie Stinchfield in Phillips Sunday.
Wednesday afternoon.
For Honor’s Sake,
L. C. Lellie
a serious thing.
James Morrison was in this dis
O f a Different Kind.
Girls of St. Wodes,
Mrs. Meade
trict Thursday and took dinner at
“
Oh,
Will,”
she
said,
moving
a
trifle
Boy Scouts in a Lumber
George Haley’s.
Camp,
Jas. Oitis closer to him, “I am so glad you are
We are glad to learn that Mr. and
Campus Days,
R. D. Paine not rich! They say that some of these
Mrs. Charles Lufkin, who have been
millionaires
receive
threatening
let
The Jester of St. Timothy’s,
are we believe, a most effective remedy for kidney ail
ters saying that something dreadful suffering with severe colds are get
A. S. Pier will happen to them if they don’t pay
ments and weaknesses of all kinds. We make this state
ting better.
Mr. and Mrs. Lufkin
Jane Stuart-Twin,
G. M. Renrick the writers sums of money.” “Oh, is
are spending the winter with their
ment after long experience with other forms of kidney
The Little Master,
Laura Richards that all?” replied Will. “Why, I get
son Will in Madrid village.
treatment. W e are confident that we are wise in select
The Girl from Arizona,
plenty of such letters.”—Yonkers
A. A. Nickerson, who is working
Nina
Rhoades
Statesman.
ing as a remedy that we can recommend, this one among
for Charles Hutchins and Son, spent
Frontier Boys in Hawaii
the many that we have for sale.
Saturday and Sunday with his fam
Wyn Roosevelt
Surely the Lim it.
ily in Farmington.
Frontier Boys on the Overland
Overheard on a street car: “I hate
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Huntington
Trail,
Roosevelt to knock my own brother, but if ig
and
children were Sunday guests of
norance was an alley that boob would
Frontier Boys in the
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. McKenney.
be
a
boulevard.”—Kansas
City
Star.
Rockies,
Roosevelt
W e are so positive that Rexall Kidney Pills are unex
Frank Brown of Starks and Aliie
Camp Fire Girls at Hillside,
celled by any other similar form of kidney remedy, and
Brown of North Wayne, arrived in
M. L. Sanderson
Phillips Friday, coming to attend
that they will do all we can claim, that we sell them with
Jean Cabot in the British
Every mother likes to see her child the funeral of their father, Daniel
our own personal guarantee that they shall not cost the
Isles,
G. F. Scott ren the picture of health and vitality.
Brown.
user a cent if they fail to give entire satisfaction.
Jean Cabot at Ashton, G. F. Scott
I find that the stomach is a
The lumber haulers are very busy
Bource
of
constant
trouble
Dorothy Brooke Across the Sea,
this nice going.
Hutchins and Son
to
some
children
and
there
Sparkawlk
is a constant need of some have hired L. C. Reed an experienc
Dorothy Brooke’s School Days,
safe remedy. A disordered ed millman to saw lumber for them.
Sparkawlk
stomach, too, frequently
Mrs. L. B. Field and Mrs. V. C.
SOLD O N LY AT
breeds worms, either stom- Whitney drove to town Thursday and
Four Boys and a Fortune,
E. T. Tomlinson V ade Mark ach worms or pinworms.
You can absolutely depend upon Dr. spent the day with Mrs. C. E. How
True’ s Elixir to expel worms and tone ard, it being Mrs. Howard’s birth
Mr. and Mrs. P. D. Stubbs of
La
Grippe
L eaves
Its V ictim s
P r o s  up the stomach, bowels and general day.
tr a te .
health.
Strong were guests there, also Mrs.
Dr. True’s Elixir, the discovery of my father*
Som e v ictim s o f la grippe never fu lly
Mrs. Howard re
haB been on the market for over 60 years. That’ s H. E. Walker.
THE
STORE
recover the h ealth o f the lu n gs,
and
proof of its efficiency. Get the time-tried Dr. ceived two birthday cakes, besides
p ersisten t co u g h in g is w eak enin g.
T h e True’ s Elixir, the Family Laxative and Worm
quick action o f F o le y ’is H on ey an d T a r Expeller. Good for adults also. A t your dealer’s, aprons, handkerchiefs, etc.

OLD-TIME REMEDY
MAKES PURE BLOOD

f

MILE SQUARE

VALENTINES

BIG .

ALL

NEW

W HITNEY’S PHARMACY

DISTRICT NO. 2

FOR YOUR KIDNEYS.

REXALL KIDNEY PILLS

IF THEY FAIL— YOUR MONEY BACK

Sick Cliild’en Made Well

Price 50 cents.

R. H. PREBLE,
REXALL

PHILLIPS,

MAINE

m ak es it v a lu a b le in severe la grippe 85c. 50c and $1 00- Advice free. Special treat
coughs.
F . G. P re v o , B edford, In d ., ment for tapeworms. Send for book.
w r ite s :— “ L a g rip p e le ft m e w ith a s e 
vere cough th a t F o le y ’ s H o n e y an d T ar
cured, ^.nd I am b a c k to
my
norm al Auburn, Maine
w e ig h t.’ ’— R . H . P reb le.

J/

S U B S C R IB E N O W
FOR
W OODS.
GET ALL
L O C A L NEW S-

M A IN E
THE

10
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Lodge No. 102 of New Portland were tended Court at Farmington Tuesday. He is barefooted, and the artist has to realize, their minds ari ill at ease.
present, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Lander,
Quite a number planned to attend given him six toes on his left foot!
The so-called “chapel” is the large
Mr. and Mrs. Carrol Lander, Mrs. the masquerade ball at Madrid Fri In the painting of the landing of Co hall on the east side of the second
Joshua Jackson, and Blaine Atwood. day night, among them were
Dana lumbus, which used to be reproduced floor of Columbian college. Before
Refreshments of sandwiches, cake, Vose, W. S. Stanley, Geo. Durrell, on the $5 bank notes, the artist has the building was occupied by the uni
coffee, fruit and candies were serv Alfred Durrell, Leon Gatchell, Har painted three flags. They are very versity, this room served as the
ed by the banquet committee, Mrs. lan Durrell, Miss "Mabel Gatchell, well drawn, but one is blowing east, chapel of the St. Rose Industrial
Home school, which was located on
Burleigh Batche3.der(, Mrs.
Ernest Miss Minnie Hopkins, Miss Zilplia one west, and one south, which indi
cates a very variable condition of •the premises. The windows are of
Duntoji, Mrs. Forest Cooley.
Taylor. »
staindtl glass and at the rear Is a'
the wind on that famous day.
The annual meeting of the Jenkins
There was a large attendance at
In the picture of the surrender of choir loft. The hall now is used by1
& Bogert Manufacturing
company the regular meeting of Signal Light Cornwallis, General Washington is con the classes In English. Being the
(Special to Maine Woods.)
was held at the Company's office Chapter O. E. S. No. 81 Tuesday spicuous, seated upon a white horse. largest hall In the university, it is
Kingfield, Feb. 4.—W. D. Page Wednesday evening and the follow evening when special
committees But General Washington was not pres likewise used for the daily chapel
recently exchanged his mare “ Babe”
Cornwallis did services. And because of this use
ing officers elected:
President, E. were chosen and two initiations took ent at the surrender.
with his father G. A.'Page for “ Dan”
The not surrender his army in person, but the room has come to be known uni
E. Jenkins; vice president, E. E. place followed by a banquet.
versally as “the chapel.”
the Jerry Morrow horse.
/
Tufts; clerk, H. G. Winter; direct finance committee which was chosen sent a subordinate officer to do so.
But these are not the only uses of
Harlan Morrill is driving
team
ors, E. E. Jenkins, O. C. Dolbier, for the year was Mrs. Addie Safford, Accordingly, Washington detailed an
for H. P. Wood.
Adelbert Morrill E. E. Tufts, A. G. Winter, H. G. Mrs. Evie Huse, Mrs. Daisy Wood officer of corresponding rank to re the hall. Frequently student meetings
ceive the surrender. It would have are held In it. It Is used for meetings
is working as rougher at the Huse
ard; flower committee, Mrs. Lydia
Winter.
been a breach of military etiquette of glee clubs, for debating purposes,
Spool & Bobbin Company mill.
Mrs. for Washington to be present.
Miss Ada Lander arrived from Bos Voter, Mrs. Effie Hutchins,
and also, alas! sad fact, for-dancing*
The passenger train from FarmingNellie Vaughan; committee for visit
Not infrequently “rag time” strains
ton
Thursday
to
care
for
her
brother
The
fifth
picture,
“
Signing
of
the
ton Monday afternoon ran into ice
ing sick for three months,
Mrs. Declaration of Independence at Phila float through the chapel and students
and broke the pony plough of the Everett.
Sprague, delphia on July Fourth, 1776,” is glide over the floor in the execution
A series of revival services con Nellie Libby, Mrs. Edith
engine, causing the train to be aMrs.
Kate
French;
entertainment
wrong only in the title. The Declara of the latest and most popular dances.
ducted by Rev. Gilbert Laite, Evan
bout 17 minutes late.
And no one before has strenuously
committee
for
one
month,
Mrs.
tion was adopted July 4, but it was
Raymond Phillips was sick with a gelist, will be held at the Evangeli Lydia Voter, Mrs. Addie
objected, for "the chapel” has never
not
signed
by
the
members
of
the
con
Safford,
severe cold and unable to work for cal church from Thursday, February Mrs. Nellie Vaughan. Worthy Pat gress until August 2, 1776.
been dedicated, and the use of the.
5 to Sunday, Feb. 15, inclusive. Mr.
hall for these strange and diverse pur
several days.
ron L. A. Norton presented in behalf
poses never has been looked upon as
Five Polanders from the lumber Laite is from "Malden, Mass., and has cf the Chapter a past matron’s jewel
SPEAKER’S FAMILY IS BUSY sacrilege. But it nevertheless has
been
successful
in
meetings
held
regions reached the village Tuesday
to Past Matron Mrs. Addie Safford.
night without funds and were given about Boston and other places. The new members received into the Champ C lark, W ife, Daughter, and been very embarrassing.
There
will
be
good
singing
and
lodging and food at the
Kingfield
Son Are All Just as Busy
Harry F. Beedy
Maud E. Beedv
interesting chapter were Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo
House by the overseer of the poor. preaching and lively
as Could Be.
*
H A R R Y F. B E E D Y & CO.,
Wyman.
It
was
voted
to
give
a
post
Johnnie Clieckley suffered an at meetings and all are cordially invit
F ire Insusance A gency,
card shower on Saturday to C. O.
Agency for;
One of the busiest families in Wash
tack of appendicitis Sunday and was ed to attend these services.
The Aetna of H artfcd,
Wilkins and Mrs. A. J. Hunnewell,
The
January
meeting
of
the
Wom
ington is that of Champ Clark, speak
The Home,
taken to Lewiston Monday noon for
this
date
being
Mrs.
Hunnewell’s
The
Niagara,
Union
er of the house of representatives.
a surgical operation.
His mother an’s Christian Temperance
New York Underwriter’s Agency
birthday.
At
the
close
of
the
meet
The
speaker
was
kept
busy
enough
was
held
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Florof New York.
Mrs. Herbert Witham and her hus
Office at Residence.
ing all repaired to the banquet hall with the affairs of the house, during
band accompanied him. Mr. Witham rie Simmons, Thursday afternoon,
M A IN ST..
PHILLIPS. ME.
as the prolonged extra session of con
Jan. 29.
Rev. Anna P. Bailey was where hot coffee, sandwiches,
returned Tuesday night.
sorted
cakes
and
cookies
were
serv
gress, but he found time to prepare
Miss Verna Wilber is at Bigelow admitted to membership. The next
ed by the committee in charge of re- j several Chautauqua addresses.
meeting
will
be
held
with
Mrs.
J.
for a week the guest of her brother
Mrs. Clark has just concluded an
freshments.
and his wife, Mr. and Mrs. Percy N. Parker the last Thursday in Feb
autobiographical volume of memoirs
Edward
McKenriey
of
Waterville
j
ruary
and
the
subject
for
this
meet
"Wilber.
of her life in Washington. She has
Headquarters for every
Flave Vose is visiting his brother ing will be “ Frances Willard Memor was a recent visitor at Frank Tufts. for some time also been acting as spe
Mrs.
Bert,
Hewey
was
ill
the
lat
ial”
when
papers
and
selections
apcial correspondent for a newspaper thing in the hardware line.
Sewall at Moores Siding.
be ter part of the week.
syndicate, turning out weekly a col
Mrs. Sadie Goldsmith is stopping propriate to the occasion will
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Tufts recent umn or so of “ copy” dealing with Lum berm en’s Supplies,
with Mrs Orren Nichols for the |given by the members.
The regular meeting of the Whist ly visited Mrs. Tuft’s brother Rus social and political affairs in the capi
Blacksmiths’ Supplies.
present.
tal. She also has been arranging for Doors, Windows, Stoves, Tinware
Club
was held with Mrs. Geo. French sell Nutting at West New Portland.
R. D. Knapp has sold “ Old Tom”
the “ coming out” of her daughter, Plumbing Goods,
Sport ng Goods
a veteran lr«§ry horse of this town, Thursday afternoon and all members
Geo. Burke is running the James Genevieve.
i
were
present.
The
game
lasted
Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Muresco, etc.
to a Salem party.
Packard wood sawing machine
Miss Genevieve Clark has just re
The prize of a large gold-framed |from 2.30 to 4.30 when ice cream and
Now is the time to do spring Painting
Mrs. Hartson Welch, nee
Pearl turned from Europe, having studied
mirror was given to Alfred Durrell cake were served by the
hostess, Rogers, of Carrabasset is staying music and languages. She also writes Repairing, etc.
and Miss Mabel Gatcliell as ' the |The next meeting will be in two with Mrs. A. W. Lander for a few for the newspapers now and then.
We buy fo r the lowesl
best waltzers, at the dance at El-1 weeks at the home of Mrs.
Chas. d|ys
Bennett Clark, the speaker’s son. In
Spot Cash prices, and giv<
dridge’s hall Saturday evening. The Hodgman.
Miss Ada Lander is expected soon addition to being the house parliamen
attendance was good and there were
The Dutton Moving Picture show for a visit with her parents Mr. and ! tarian and aid-in-general to his fa our customers the benefit ol
ther, is studying law at the George
36 couples on the floor.
1was held Friday evening of
this Mrs. A. W. Lander.
Washington university mornings and same.
Miss Beulah M. Moores, aged 221week on account of the basket ball
Otto Butts of Concord, N. H., is evenings.
years, who died at her home in Igame with Abbott at French’s hall the guest of his parents, Mr. and
Lewiston, January 27 of tuberculosis, j Saturday evening.
Mrs. Philander Butts.
Had His Nerve!
was a native of Kingfield -where she! George Durrell was at Wilton Fri-j Irving Bailey was called to Boston
Not the least of the troubles at the
was born and attended school for a hay and Saturday on business,
Monday by the illness of his brother. \ WThite House during the wedding
thej Walter Jones of Strong was ini Mrs. Clifton Adams has been sick frenzy was the poetry writing. Poems
number of years.
She was
daughter of the late Dr.
William J town Friday.
poured in on Miss Jessie Wilson by
for several days.
Moores for many years the resident! Mrs. Hiram Phillips is stopping at jI Mrs. Lora McMullen has gone to I mail, by express, by special messen
dentist of the town.
Miss Moores ! Chas. Hodgman’s for the winter,
Boston to learn manicuring and lad- i ger, by registered letter, and, as the
barker used to say at the circus,
was employed as stenographer for
Mr. and Mrs. Embert Hennigar ies’ hairdressing.
“they rolled up, tumbled up, any way
the Metropolitan Life Insurance com- 1 have gone to Eustis to live the rest
Miss Nellie Greenleaf passed Sat-! to get up.” A minister had his nerve
pany.
•
Iof the winter with Mr. Hennigar’s urday and Sunday at her home in
with him. He sent in a poem, sug
There will be work and a tasting brother, George, who resides about New Vineyard.
gested
that it be printed in large let
party at the next regular meeting of two miles this side of Eustis village.
ters on a white ground; that it be
Mrs. Lucy Brown went to Phillips I
Pilgrim Temple No. 61 Pythian Sist
framed in flowers in the form of a
Thursday to attend the funeral
of
ers.
ALSO
wedding bell and hung over the bridal
1Rhetoricals were held at the Stan Daniel Brown.
party in the east room as they were
Furniture o f All Kinds
Mrs. J. E. Taylor and Mrs. Roland!
ley High school Friday.
being married. W’hat! He also took
Mrs. A. J. Hunmewell has
been Plaisted of Salem were in town | M IS T A K E M A D E IN P A IN T IN G S the forethought to send his poem to a
Friday the guests of Mrs.
Andrew I
large number of newspapers, that
sick for several days.
FOR N A T IO N ’S C A P IT O L .
there might be simultaneous publica
Mrs. Pjaisted was looking j
M. L. Mitchell of Carrabasset was Sawyer.
tion of it, but he slipped up on that
for a rent.
Her husband has em-i
in town Tuesday.
Phillips,
Maine
proposition, too.
is j A rtist Gave a Girl Two L eft H and sMason’s Moving pictures are a- ployment here in the mill and
and
gain showing in town and Thompson boarding with his sister, Mrs. Saw- j An Indian Has Six Toes— Flags
End of Cleveland Elm.
STRONG - MAINE.
of Wiltcn will be at French’s hall' yer.
Float Three Ways— Dates Also
Some of the most “comfy” things
Mrs. Clyde Simmons is at Strong!
soon.
Are Wrong.
about the White House these days are
Rev. Lily R. Schafer is passingI visiting her mother, Mrs. Bert Pink-!
the old fashioned open hearth fires.
her vacation from her studies in N ew ‘ ham and sister, Mrs. Clyde Durrell;
In the dome of the capitol at Wash- 1 During a recent absence of the presi
ington there are eight great paintings dent these fires were started to see
York, with her sister Mrs. M. D. P. for a few days.
Wholesale and Retail
—carefully
de- ; that all the chimneys "worked.” They
Dr. Leslie Wilkins of New
Thompson.
She arrived in town
Leave your orders early for next
•
signed and exe did.
was the guest of his parents
Tuesday afternoon.
cuted by the art- j
In the executive office logs from the winter’s supply. For prices apply to
Carrabasset Rebekah Lodge
No. Thursday to Monday noon.
B E A L & McLEARY,
Ists
for
the
adornj
famous Cleveland elm were burned.
Sadie Boyce and Gertrude Wood
123 held its annual installation of
Office at Phillips Station.
ment
of
the
nal
This
tree,
with
others
equally
famous,
officers at the lodge hall Wednes- were promoted this term from third
t i o n ’ s greatest j was blown down in the White House
day evening, January 28, when Dis grade of the primary' school to the
building.
Y e t ! lawn during the terrific storm of July
5000 Cords
trict Deputy President Mrs. Lucetta fourth grade of the Stanley school.
five of them are j 31. All the other wood from the state
Peeled Spruce, Fir and Poplar Pulp*
Miss Edna Gates of Phillips was a
K. Fellows and Deputy Grand Mar
either
defective ly trees destroyed was carted away wood wanted, delivered at any station
shal Mrs. S. L. Smith both of Mt. guest in the family- of Mrs. Bertha
in technique, says |and given, at the president’s sugges on Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes R.Rbetween Farmington and Rangeley and
for
Vernon, assisted by Grand Secretary Taylor over Sunday, en route
the Youth’s Com tion, to Washington’s poor.
between Strong and Salem.
Mrs. Della Savage, Grand Treasur North Anson.
panion, or in er- j
Deputy Sheriff L. P. Hinds was in
ror as to natural
er A. E. Savage, Grand
Chaplain
or historical facts. CONSCIENCE SMITE STUDENTS -------------------------------------------Mrs. Clara Alward, Grand
Warden Farmington the first of the week.
One of the best j
Traverse Juror A. E. Savage
atRay Hutchins, installed the follow
known pictures is j Realize T h a t “Chapel” at George
ing officers:
N. G., Mrs. 1 Mina
that
in
which
W ashington U niversity Hasn’t
Landers; V. G., Mrs. Vesta Dolbier;
Washington is shown resigning his
Office over National Bank.
AN
U
N
U
S
U
A
L
O
P
P
O
R
T
U
N
IT
Y
Been Consecrated.
Sec., Mrs. Lena Batchelder; Treas.,
commission to the continental con
Mrs. Bertha Taylor; Chaplain, Mrs.
Phillips,
Maine.
gress. There
are two y^ung girls,
Students of George Washington uni- j
R. H. Preble will pay back your
Blanche Small; R. S. N. G., Mrs.
almost life-size, standing in the fore versity suddenly have become con-j Both ’ Phones
Della Savage; L. S. N. G., Mrs. money if Hamilton’s Old English ground. They are very pretty young
science-stricken. A vast sin, it seems,
Blanche Duntcn; R. S. V. G., Mrs. Black Oil fails to cure all kinds of girls, butone of them has three
rests
upon their souls, and it will give
Alice Myers; L. S. V. G., Miss Ad flesh wounds, sprains, stiff joints, hands! One left hand rests on the them no peace.
inflammation
of
all
kinds,
on
man
or
shoulder
of
her
companion.
Another
die Stevens;
Warden, Mrs. Nora
This most heinous offense is none Attorney and Counsellor at Law
It is the most healing prep left hand is round her companion’s
Barslow; Conductor, Mrs. Lizzie Cole beast.
other than that of dancing the tango,
waist.
Doubtless
the
artist,
Trumbull,
aration
known
to
the
medicine
world
Office at No. 2 Bates Block
I. G., Miss Alice Jeffers; O.
G.,
the flsh walk, the one-step, and other
Never in the history of our painted both hands to see which pose popular terpsichorean creations in the
Frank Landers.
Interesting remarks to-day.
he preferred, and then forgot to paint university “chapel.” A grievous sacri PHILLIPS, - - - - MAINE
were made on Lodge work by Mrs. store said the above druggist to a
out the superfluous hand.
lege, the students suddenly have come
Fellows and Mrs. Smith.
The at representative of a wholesale drug
Diagonally acioss the rotunda is the
house,
“
has
there
been
so
great
a
J. BLAINE MORRISON
tendance was good numbering 40. Six
painting of the baptism of Pocahon
A
W in te r Cough
members of New Century Rebekah demand for any remedy as there is tas. Sitting in the foreground is Opejust now for Hamilton’s Old English
A
stubborn,.*
an n oyin g,
d e p re ssin g
cancanough. the uncle of Pocahontas. cough
h a n gs on, rack s the b od y, w e a k 
Black Oil.
Phillips people are com
ens
the
lu
n
gs,
and
o
fte
n
leads
to s e r 
S a f e F o r B a b ie s , E f f e c t i v e For1 G r o w n - ing in every day inquiring if it real
ious re su lts.
rplie firs t dotse
o f D r. Beal Block. P h illip s Fire and Life Insnrane*
i
Ups .
ly is true that we will sell Hamil
K in g ’s
N ew
D isc o v e ry
g iv e s
relief.
SUCCESSFUL
EVERYWHERE
T h a t ’s F o le y 's H o n e y and T a r C o m 
H e n ry D . S an d ers,
o f C avendish,,
V t .,
with
pound.
It has th e confidence of your ton’s Old English Black Oil
P eople e v e ry w h e re are ta lk in g o f the w as threatened w ith con su m p tion , a fte r
d ru ggist, w ho know® it. wall
give
you the understanding that it will do all q uick and fine results F o le y
K id n e y h a vin g p neum onia.
H e w rite s :
“ Dr.
satisfa c tio n .
W . W . N-essm ith, S ta te s
l ’ llls g iv e in backache,
rh e u m a tism , K in g ’s N e w D isc o v e ry ou gh t t o be
in
back kidney an d b lad d er troubles.
boro, G a ., s a y s :— “ I h a v e used F o le y ’ s that is claimed of it or pay
Y o u can e v e ry fa m ily ; lit is certainly the best o f
H o n ey and T a r Com pound in m y fam ily the money.”
But we do just as not tak e them into your s y s te m with*- all m edicines fo r cou gh s, coJds or lungand have sold it in m y store and
it
good resu lts.
T h a t is
b eca u se tr o u b le .’ ’
Good for ch ild ren 's cou g h s.
hack Fout
never fails to c u re .’ ’
R e fu se a su b  we agree and we will hand
DENTIST
oley K id n e y P ills give to the k id n eys M oney back if nut sa tisfie d .
Price
stitu te .— R. H . P reble.
your money without the least argu and b lad d er ju s t w h at na tu re ca lls for 50 c e n ts and $1.00.
A t all D r u g g is ts .
Evenings
Hours
8
to
12; 1 to 5.
to
heal
th
ese
w
eakened
and
in
active
Advl ment if you are not satisfied.
H . IS. Bjucklen & Co. P h ilad e lp h ia or S t.
o rg a n s.— R . H . Prebble.
appointment.

THE REBEKAHS
INSTALL OFFICERS
Signal Light Chapter 0 . E. S. Have
Large Meeting and Banquet.

Phillips Hardware Co.

Phillips Hardware Co.

Puffs,
Mattresses,
Pillows.

QUEER WORKS OF ART

C. F. Chandler & Son,

COAL

’

A. W. McLeary, Phillips, Me.

E. C. Higgins, M. D,
D. R. ROSS

A ttorney - a t - Law

Dr. W . J. Carter,

L o u is.
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ing, assisted by H. J. Bates as Grand painful accident one day recently
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hunter and cannot tell justliow '‘we!l The- pen wiTl
Master at Arms and W. L. Jones as while working in the woods for Will two children of South Strong called work. He submits a drawing, how
Grand Prelate installed the following Goldsmith.
In working he got hit on relatives here Sunday afternoon. ever, to prove his contention is cor
officers in the lodge:
C. C.,’ Lin- on the head with a large limb and
The entire community was sadden rect.
wood Foster; V. C., Allie Richards; cut a deep gash in his hand.
Dr. ed oh Tuesday when it was learned
K. of R. and S., John H. Norton; Bell was called, and dressed
the on Tuesday noon that Clarence Good
Cycles Fight Plague.
P., Lee Peary; I. G., A. G. Eustis; wound.
He is doing nicely at this win whose illness has been noted in
As a result of experiments made In
O. G., A. G. Bates; M. of A., Walter writing.
these columns, had passed away. It Wisconsin last summer by the Wiscon
Durrell.
The chairs were then va
Walter Bradford has been
busy had been known for several
days sin Anti-Tuberculosis association, mo
cated to the officers of the Temple the past week hauling sawdust to that he was seriously ill from ty tor cycles are employed in that state
to good advantage in the crusade
and D. D. G. C., Mora C. Pease, as cover his ice. /
phoid fever, but his death came very against the great white plague. Two
sisted by Blanche Brackley as Grand
Miss Sara, daughter of - Dr. and suddenly and was a great shock to
health crusaders, a lecturer ajnd an as
Senior, and Nellie Brackley as Grand Mrs. C. W. Bell was unable to at his riiany friends.
He leaves be sistant, work together.
of tend school several days last week sides his father Alphonzo Goodwin
Strong, Feb. 3.—Mrs. C. V. Star- Manager installed the officers
The work consists in placarding
Cleopatra
Temple
as
\follows:
P.
on account of a severe cold.
and mother, Sadie Willis Goodwin, the country with health signs and giv
bird has been quite ill the past
C., Ena Mason; M. E. C.,
Bertha
Mrs. P. H. Stubbs was in Farming- two sisters Eunice and Alida, and ing talks at creameries, country cross
week, suffering from a severe cold.
Mitchell;
E.
S.,
Elizabeth
Vining;
ton
on business Monday forenoon.
one brother Eddie to mourn his de roads, and small villages; in fact,
Clarence Goodwin is very ill suf
Miss Mary Robards, a trained nun© parture.
The funeral services were wherever a crowd can be assembled.
fering from typhoid fever.
He is E. J., Sadie Goodwill; M. of T., Ada
Allen; M. of F., Marilla Eustis; P. came Monday noon to care for Clar held Wednesday afternoon. Further A village is usually chosen for an il
cared for by a trained nurse.
lustrated lecture in the evening. StereMiss Robards lias notice will be given next week.
The ladies of the Ladies’ Aid so of the T., Jennie Crosby; G. of O. ence Goodwin.
opticon views are a feature of this
T.,
Lula
Johnson.
Kathleen
Mit
many
friends
in
town
wjio
are
al
The
picture
show
will
be
held
ciety met last week with Mrs. Ellen
talk, usually out of doors. The sterechell
as
Goddess
of
Flowers
and
ways
glad
to
see
her
back.
Friday night of this week instead of opticon Is operated from the luggage
Kilkenny and held their annual el
Mrs. A. C. Robbins was in Far Thursday as usual.
ection of officers, %which were as little Helen and Alma Richards as
carrier of the motor cycle, and is con
The following were the week end nected with a generator which supplies
follows:
President,
Mrs.
Flora flower girls added much to the cere mington on business.
Following the installation
Mrs. F. C. Wortliley is in very guests at Hotel Strong:
D. H. the headlight. The expense is com
Pease; vice president, Mrs.
Ethel mony.
Welch; secretary, Mrs. Grace Will; interesting remarks were made by poor health her friends are sorry to Miles, L. G. Blunt, C. C. Files, L. M. paratively small, since hotel bills are
Harriman, C. A. Hoover, C. C. Whit eliminated. Ground can be covered
treasurer, Mrs. Flora Starbird; work W. L. Jones and Howard Staples know.
Mrs. Eva Cook spent several days ney, H. R. Heller, T. I. Hawley, rapidly, and no time is wasted waiting;
committee, Mrs. Reliance Daggett and and brief remarks were made by sev
The committee were recently with her parents, Mr. and Portland; N. A. Smith, George Far for trains.
Mrs. Ellen Kilkenny.
There were! eral others.
disappointed
in
the musical pro Mrs. Laforest Boston, during the ab rington, Bangor; E. H. Grose, Chest
16 ladies present.
gram,
and
Mrs.
Pease
gave two sence of Mr. and Mrs. Diali Sweet er Robbins, Stratton; Walter Rog
Miss Leola Wort'll ley started for
ers, H. E. Wiswell, Forest McPhee,
Boston Monday morning, where she readings, which were much enjoyed. in Portland.
will attend the McDowell dressmak Refreshments of sandwiches, assort-' The many friends of Albert Dag Boston; H. A. Lawrence, Fitchburg;
ing school.
Miss Worthley’s manyj ed cake, and coffee were served b y 1gett were pleased to see him at G. P. Addison, A. M. Clark, B"ar- Resident of Phillips Cannot Doubt What
the committee which consisted ofj church last Sunday.
It was the mington; •C. A. Boothbay, Gorham;
friends wish her much success.
Has Been Twice Proved
Last Wednesday evening, January Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Toothaker, Mr. i first time he has been out since his j H. Wecksel, New York City; O. Man
and Mrs. E. A. Goodwin, Mr. and j recent illness.
ikin,
Chicago;
Wilbur
Grant,
Strong;
28, there was a joint installation of
Mrs. E. M. Brackley.
Winfield Vining is having a new |Blaine Viles, Augusta; William Chatthe Knights of Pythias and Pythian j
steel
ceiling in his kitchen.
Gilbert
Handley
of
New'
Vineyard
' field, Sbawmut; P. O. Crepean, C.
Sisters.
Past Chancellor W. R. VinIn gratitude for relief from aches
was a caller in town Saturday.
Charles Richards spent the first, of |
' R. Barker, H. T. Lowell, I. L. Nev- ! and pains of had bacjks,—from dis
Miss Ella Hathaway of Madrid is the week with his family here. Mr. ins, Lewiston.
tressing kidney pills1—thousands hav
PROBATE NOTICES.
in town working in the toothpick i Richards is doing a good business
publicly recommended Doan’s Kid
mill.
lumbering near Dead River.
HAS MANY FREAK REQUESTS ney Pills.
At a Probata Court held at Farmington, in and
Residents of Phillips
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Chandler are j Mrs. Sam Conant of South Strong
farthe County of Franklin, on the third Tueeday
who
so
testified
years ago,
now
of January, in the year of our Lord one thouBspending the week in Phillips and recently visited friends in town.
One Man Tells Postmaster General
md nine hundred and fourteen.
say the results were permanent.
The following mattershaving been presented for Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Chandler ofj
A dancing school was
recently
Burleson He Has Discovered
thaaction thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is
This testimony, doubly proves the
Perpetual Motion.
Phillips are spending the week here. started.
The first one was held
kereby ORDERED:
worth of Doan’s Kidney Pills
to
That notice thereof be given t<> all persons in
Tuesday
evening
of
last
week.
Chas.
Mrs.
Myron
Withered
has
been
vested, by causing a copy of this order to be
Phillips
kidney
sufferers.
Santa
Claus
letters
from
the
chil
published three weeks successively in the Maine suffering from a severe cold the past Dyer is the instructor.
Mr. Dyer has
Woods, a newspaper published at Phillips, in said
Eben Ty^er, retired farmer, Pleas
had several dancing schools here be dren are not the only unusual com
County, that they may appear at a Probate Court '<week.
munications received by the postmas ant road. Phillips, Me., says: “ My
lobe held at said Farmington, on the third Tues
The
Boy
Scouts
held
their
weekly
fore,
and
always
gives
excellent
sat
dayof February. A . O. 1914. at ten o’clock in the
ter general just before Christmas. The back pained me almost constantly fo
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see meeting in the basement of the par-! isfaction.
mail brought one from a man who six months.
cause.
I was lame and sore
Mrs. Anna Bangs, who has been has “really discovered perpetual mo
sonage Monday night.
There are
Levi Cushman, late of Eustis in said County, de
im tion” and produces it with a rotary all over and it was hard for me to
ceased. Petition for administration presented by fifteen active members in the organ poorly all winter is somewhat
Peter Cushman.
move.
The secretions from my
ization now.
proved.
machine with 15 arms, on each of
Eunice P. Allen, late of Strong in said County, de
Rev. Weston P. Holman pfeached
Dana Gray has been suffering with which Is painted the figure 6, or 9, ac kidneys passed too frequently and
ceased. Petition for administration presented by
Edgar Wills.
Finally,,
a good sermon to a large audience rheumatism the past week.
cording to its position when the arms health was all run down.
Amos F. Breed, late of Lynn. Massachusetts. PeI
read
of
a
party
in
town,
who
had
revolve.
“As
9
is
more
than
6,
the
9s
last
Sunday
morning.
His
subject
Mrs.
Clyde
Simmons
of
Kingfield
atiors for appointment of administrator in Maine,
presented by Eugene H. Mather.
w'as, A Voice For God.
visited her mother, Mrs. Bert Pink- going down push the 6s coming up— been cured by Doan’s Kidney Pills,
J. H. THOMPSON. Judge of Said Court.
so I got a box at Cragin’s Drug
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Tirrel! of ham several days last week. Mrs. and there you are.”
Attest: A. L. Fenderson, Register.
Another told Mr. Burleson that the store \now R. H. Preble’s
Drug
A true copy.
is
keeping house
for
Phillips were .callers in town Sunday. Pinkham
writer had discovered a wonderful store).
The: results of their use
Mrs. Ella Mayo is keeping house Walter Daggett.
plan of absolutely wiping out the ex both surprised and delighted me. I
for Rev. W. P. Holman.
NOTICE.
Birdena and Hiram, children of
penses of the government—“if it will
Thai public
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Vining
are
Washburn
Luce
and
little
son
of
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
only work,” while still another told am now in good health.
beenduly appointed Administrator of the estate
statement
I
gave
some
years
ago,
ill
with
severe
colds.
New
Vineyard,
were
callers
in
town
the story of the purchase of a hunting
d Gustavus Hunter, late of Strong in the ■
County of Franklin, deceased, and given bonds Sunday.
The Missionary Society meet this and skunk dog for $35, which “ can’t |praising Doan’s Kidney Pills still
u the law directs. All persons having demands J
Mrs. Ellen Kilkenny has been quite week with Mrs. May Lewis.
even track a rabbit,” and asked the holds good.”
H»inst the estate of said deceased are desired to
jresent the same for settlement, and all indebted ill the past week, suffering from
ai Glendon and Floyd Brackley are postmaster general to find the man
Fk>r sale by all dealers.
Price 50
Hereto are requested to make payment immedisuffering from sore eyes and are un who sold it and get the money back. cents.
severe cold.
itely.
Foster-Milbum Co., Buffalo,
Leland C. Peary
Still another had a “ wonderful pen” New York, sole agents for the Dnnit
Miss Alice Smith, assistant of the able to attend school.
January 20tb. 1914.
High school, was in Farmington one I Mrs. John Lawton is doing kitchen for which he wants Mr. Burleson to ed State®.
work for Mrs. Hattie Johnson, at “back” him, as he has no money. The
j day recently on business.
■Rfetmefmbier. thei name—Doan*s—
AU CTIO N SA LE
pen can be filled from the top, and it
Rev. Weston P. Holman returned Hotel Strong.
“ pulls ink out of the bottle.” But the and take no other.
Notice is hereby given that on the 30th day of Saturday from Convocation week at
Advt.
writer has. not* yet made. a. model and
January A. D. 1914 at 9.30 A. M., at the banking
momsof the Rangeley Trust Company, in Range- Bangor.
ley, Franklin County. Maine, there will be sold at ,
There has been much sickness in
:jblicauction to the highest bidder, all the right,
title and interest which Elmer E. Richards of town the past few weeks.
Many1
hrmington, Maine, has. as trustee uneer the
'.eras of a certain trust deed from the Rangeley j are suffering from severe colds and
Tavern Corporation to the Rangeley Trent Comp grip.
ly, TVustee, bearing date of January 1, A. D.,
Mrs. Justin McLeary of Farming- Kellogg’s Tasteless Castor Oil is a
1S09, and recorded in Franklin Registry of Deeds,
Thing Long Desired.
book176, page 292. and also by virtue of a certain
ifpointment by the Probate Court of Franklin ton visited her brother, Dan Leigh
•aunty to fill a vacancy of a former trustee under ton and family a few days last week.
E v e r y on e k n o w s th e v a lu e o f c a s t o r
•iddeed, in accordance with the provisions of the
Statute in such case made and provided, at the She was accompanied home Thurs oil in b r e a k in g u p fa ll a n d w in te r
September term. A. D., 1913, of said Court,
c o ld s, b u t m o s t p e o p le h a v e f o u n d it
ad also by virtue of certain other conveyances ' day afternoon by Mr. McLeary, who
too ha rd to ta k e .
a accordance with the order of the Court |drove up in the forenoon.
ad the provisions of said trust deed, from the ,
K e llo g g 's T a s t e le s s C a s to r O il d o e s
Jim
Thompson
of
Wilton
was
in
tingeley Tavern Corporation to said Elmer !
a w a y w ith th is o n ly o b je c tio n .
I t is
E.Richards, trustee, one recorded in Franklin town Tuesday on business.
p ure, s im p le c a s t o r oil w ith o u t t a s t e
County Registry of Deeds, book 187, page 287, and
toother recorded in said Registry book 187, page
Miss Eunice Goodwin was called |or od or. N o t h in g is A d d e d ; n o th in g
.74. and also by virtue of two certain deeds from
be Rangeley Trust Company to said Elmer E. home Monday afternoon from Strat g o o d ta k e n ou t.
iiehards. Trustee, one recorded in said Registry ton where she has worked the
pastj In m a k in g c a s t o r oil ta s te le s s , S p e n 
w>k 187, page 273 and another recorded in said
cer K e llo g g & S o n s o f B u ffa lo h a v e
Registry book 187. page 286: in and to the follow- few months, on account of the ser
d isc o v e re d a s e c r e t t h a t h a d e v a d e d
sgdescribed real and personal estate situated in
ious
illness
of
her
brother
Clarence.
*id Rangeley and more particularly described as
c h e m is ts fo r 3000 t e a r s .
Mows; all the real estate, rights, franchises, privWillie Vining, whose illness 'was
K e llo g g 's T a s t e le s s C a s to r O il w o rk s
ftes. immunitie and contracts of the said
b e tte r th a n th e o ld e v i l-t a s t i n g , e v i langeley Tavern Corporation and all its other noted last week, remains very ill.
Property, real, personal and mixed of whatever
Harry Johnson has so far recovere |s m e llin g k in d . I t o p e r a te s p le a s a n tly
vne or nature owned by it and which has be:we a part thereof before or since January 1, from his severe cold as to be able w ith o u t g r ip in g , a n d d oes n o t u p sec
the s to m a c h .
C h ild r e n ta k e it e a s ily .
#19, excepting any such property heretofore sold
if otherwise disposed of or become worn, dam to return to school.
D o n o t c o n fu s e K e llo g g ’ s T a s t e le s s
ped, or otherwise unsuitable for use in its busi
Henry Gardener met with a very C a s to r O il w ith p re p a re d , m ix e d or
es; provided that an equivalent in value has

HOLD JOINT
INSTALLATION

Ladies’ Aid Elect Officers—Com
munity Saddened by Death of
Clarence Goodwin.
(Special! to Maine Woods.)

CONFIRMED PROOF

OF GRE4J USE IN
BREAKING UP COEDS

Brighten Your Home
And Make It More
Attractive.

WALL PAPER

For This Purpose In
Great Variety At

kensubstituted in lieu thereof.
Said real
estate includes the following
Scribed lands, together with the buildings
hereon, to wit; all the lofs or parcels of land
fitnted by h 11a V. Marble to Rangeley Tavern
Corporation, by deed dated September 1, A. D.,
■508and recorded in Fianklin County Registry of
Ceeds, book 176, page 1 9. Also certain real estate
■scribed in a certain deed from the Rangeley
svern Corporation to Elmer F. Richards, trustee
i*t«j Dec. 20. 1913, a.id recorded in book 187.^ page
57in said Registry, it being an equity of redemp‘wi in certain property adjoining the hotel prop•fty, ro called, above described and tnown as the
Erszier building; said real estate and personal es'4te to be sold at public auction above named is
*ort‘ particularly described in a eertein inventory
•ndappraisal made on the 23rd. day of December
d. IX, 1913, bv William E- Tibbetts. Charles W.
9»rrett and Charles L. Hamden, appraisers.
Saidsale is madounder the prov sions of said trust
deedbecause of the default in payment of tne in
vest coupons due July 1, 1913. upon an issue of
fifteen thousand dollars par value of bonds issued
•7said Rangeley Tavern Corporal ion for the pay
ment of which said trust deed was given as secur"y. and the payment of said coupons having re
named in default for more than three mon'hs
after demand was properly made on July 24, 1913,
■°rpayment of such coupons by holders of such
bonds to the amount of Thirty-five hundred dolI>Rr value and after payment was also de•I'anded and refused on the coupon^ of all the
icmaining bonds due July 1, 1913. and for reason
jbat the said trustee. Elmer E. Richards has
noonrequested in writing by one third of the holdsrs in amount of the said bonds now outstanding
led unpaid, to sell at public auction at such
Mace inJRangeley as the Trustee might determine
•be above named property by giving notice o f the
time and place of sale by publishing the notice
once a week for four successive weeks in such
Weekly newspaper as may be published nearest
tosaid Rangeley.
A'l parties interested in such sale are hereby
notified to be present.
Dated at Farmington, Maine, this 6th. day of
January A. D., 1914.
ELMER E. RICH \RDS,
Trustee.

j
;
]
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FACT

Dr. B. J. K endall's Quick Relief
W ould Not Cure W e Could Not
A ffo rd to Recommend it.

It is easy enough to claim a rem
edy will cure neuralgia, toothache,
or any pain in the bowels or stom
ach, hut when we tell you that we
have been selling Dr. B. J. Kendall’s
Quick Relief for a long time now and
that nothing we know of gives such
universal satisfaction in the treat
ment of colic, toothache, cramps, -or
any pain in the bowels or stomach,
you can readily understand why we
continue to sell it over our guaran
tee.
And it may interest you to
know that we make sales
almost
every day to people who have been
sent here for Dr. B. J. Kendall’s
Quick Relief by those who themsel
ves have been greatly
benefited.
Have confidence for if after using
one bottle of Dr. B. J. Kendall’s
Quick Relief you are not perfect
ly satisfied R. H. Preble will pay
back your money.

flav ored c a s to r o ils .
It is th e o n ly
true. pure, t a s t e l e s s k in d .
S o ld in all
d ru g sto re s, n o t in bulk, but in 25c anil
50c s i z e s ., T h e p u b lic is p r o te c te d by
th e tra d e m a r k — a g r e e n c a s to r le a f,
b e a rin g th e s ig n a t u r e — K e llo g g 's .
M a d e o n ly b y S p e n c e r K e llo g g &
S on s, Inc., B u ff a lo , N . Y ., r e fin e r s o f
v e g e ta b le oils.

This is the time for

Watkins Liniment
and Cough Remedy.

C. E. DYER’S

M A IN E .

STRONG,

MMM

TO PIANO BUYERS
1 have the same piano for from $50 to $75 less
than city concerns get out o f you with *‘highest
j awards” , “ 108 checks” , “ clpb sales” , etc., etc.

Over 1,000 satisfied
customers in Franklin County.

ERNEST L. MILLS,
THE

W A T K IN S MAN

Pleasant S t.,

Phillips, Me.

i See me before you buy=not after.
CHAS. W. NORTON,
Church Street

-

-

Farmington, Maine

r
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS I
RUBBER
FOOT WEAR
We are offering
this week one lot
men’s four buckle
heavy o v e r s h o e s
with h e a v y red
rubber soles for
$2.75, regular price
$3.00.
Men’s snag proof
plain edge rubbers
with best quality
chrome leather top,
every pair war
ranted, $3.00 for
the 10 inch top and
$2.75 for the 8 inch
top.
Men's good quality heavy
four buckle overshoes $2.50.
Men's fine quality four
buckle o v e r s h o e s light
weight $3.00.
Men's storm rubbers all
new shapes $1.00.
Men's heavy rolled edge
rubbers $1.15.
Boys' heavy rolled edge
rubbers $1.00.

Ga iters, sheep
skin shoes, etc. in
stock.

A T THE

CLOTHING
STORE

D. F.

HOYT,

•

W. M. Payson is boarding
and
In a card from O. M. Moore re
cently he says: “ We have bought rooming at Miss Luette Timberlake’s.
George S. Hobbs of Portland, pres
and newly furnished a home here
and I am dallying a bit with the ident of the Sandy River & Rangenewspaper brokerage business.
I ley Lakes Railroad was in town on
may go into certain building opera business Friday night, and was the
tions soon, with the hope that I can guest of F. N. Beal.
Fred Masterman of Dixfield passed
keep out of the newspaper publish
ing business. I trust you and yours Sunday in town with his family.
Mrs. Albert Hollis of Red Deer,
are prospering and that all good
Phillips people are comfortable with Alberta, Canada, who has been
R.
the snow and ice, while we have yet visiting her mother, Mrs. E.
to see a freeze.
Buds are swelling, Lander and sister, Mrs. Ina Daven
etc.”
Mr. Moore’s address is now port started on her homeward trip
1718 Third Ave. North, Seattle, Wash this week.
The following rates of postage on
D. G. Bean of Bingham was on one
of his business trips to Phillips last books sent out by A. S. Burleson
postmaster general, will be of in
week.
“ On and after March 16,
The King’s Daughters will meet terest:
articles
with Mrs. George Bean this week 1914 the classification of
mailable under Section 8 of the Act
Friday evening.
of August 24, 1912, authorizing the
Mrs. C. S. Stetson, wife of State establishment of the parcel post ser
Grange Master Stetson, has returned vice shall be extended so as to in
to Auburn from Bangor where she clude books.
The rate of postage
has been at the Eastern
Maine on books weighing 8 ounces or less
General Hospital
since the State shall be one cent for each two ounc
Grange meeting.
Both Mr.
and es or fraction thereof and on those
Mrs. Stetson are stopping at the weighing in excess of 8 ounces the
Elm House, Auburn, for a few days. regular zone rate shall apply.
All
They expect to remain in Auburn regulations or parts of regulations
for the rest of the winter.
in conflict herewith are hereby res
The friends of Milton Millett will cindedbe pleased to learn that he is most
Dallas Voter, who went to Newark,
successful in his work as chef, which N. J., a few weeks ago has
been
he has followedfor several
years placed in the Charlton St.
school
now.
He has been employed
at teaching in the 2 B grade.
Miss
the Hallowell House and the Augus Voter was graduated from the Phil
ta House in this time.
For the past lips High school June 1911.
She
two or three years he has been at completed a two years’ course
in
the Elmwood in Waterville and is the Newark Normal training school,
there at the present time. He has graduating last June.
She was plac
recently been promotedand is act
ed on the waiting list and had to aing as steward at that hotel.
He wait her appointment which she re
has charge of all the buying of ceived the last week in January.
meats, etc., plans the menus and is
The family of Abel Bunnell have
consulted on decorations when spec all been ill with pink eye the past
ial banquets are served.
Maine week.
Woods was the recipient of
the
George Ramsdell of Weld was in
menu of the Christmas dinner which town Monday night, the guest of his
was planned by him and it is a most sister, Mrs. A. W. Bean. He was
tempting one.
The Elmwood has th fen route for Farmington to attend!
reputation of setting one of the best court where he had been summoned
tables in the country. W. H. Cook on a case as witness.
is the popular manager of this
We are pleased to see Miss Es
hotel.
telle Barker able to be out of doors
Frank Worthley of Montreal was in again after her confinement in a
town over Sunday.
He had to come dark room for some time past with
to Lewiston on business and thought eye trouble.
he would take a trip to Phillips. He
Mrs. Jennie McCleary, who has
was accompanied by W. F. Russell been in attendance on Mrs. Indice
of Montreal.
Mr. Worthley has a Harnden has returned to her home
good position and a good salary, but in Kingfield.
is not thoroughly in love with the
Dr. Heber Bishop of Boston was
place to such an extent that he wish at his cottage at Harmony Lodge, at
es to pass his days there. He says Clearwater pond, over Sunday,
ac
there are 300,000 men out of em companied by two friends.
ployment at the present time. Fact
Mrs. Diana Aldrich and daughter,
ory after factory has shut
down Miss Eugenia, have returned from a
which employed from 1,000 to 4,000 visit with Mrs. Ella Williams Barker
in each.
in New Vineyard, and also friends in
A quilt which has been on exhibi Strong.
Have you seen any robins yet?
tion at C. M. Hoyt’s store and is
Ac
now at George Bean’s store will be They are arriving in Augusta.
given away at the Grange sociable cording to the weather on Candle
the nearest to the number of beans mas day we shall yet have a little
As near as we can
Saturday night, to the one guesing more winter.
remember we have usually had some
in the jar.
A hulled corn supper will be serv winter weather after February 2, no
that
ed at the Grange hall Saturday even matter what the weather on
date.
ing, Feb. 7, from 6 to 8 o’clock; also
~ "vmary will bring three
an
sandwiches, doughnuts,
cake and
niversaries—Lincoln’s
birthday,
Feb.
coffee for those who do not care for
the corn.
The charge win ’ « io 12; the destruction of the battle
cents.
At 9 o’clock there will be ship Maine in Havana Harbor, Feb.
a social and entertainment for 15, and Washington’s birthday, Feb.
22.
Other events of the month will
which 10 cents will be charged.
be St. Valentine’s day,
Saturday,
Feb. 14, and the beginning of the
C olds, constip ation and h ead ach e are Lenten season, Ash Wednesday, Feb.
three com m on a fflic tio n s an d relievin g 25.
the con stip ation help s th e cold
and
Last Friday evening the
Junior
sto p s the head ach e.
U s e F o le y C a th a r
tic
T a b le ts
b ecause
th e y are
very League of the Methodist church held
p ro m p t and th o rou g h ly cle a n sin g , w ith
its first social at the home of Mrs.
a b solu te ly no un p leasan t e ffe c ts.
A
w hole b ottle
Preble.

full

for

25

c e n ts .— R.

H.
Backache— R heu m atism

No. 5 Beal Block,
WE

Phillips, Maine

S O L IC IT

THE

PATRO N

AGE OF T H A T CLA SS © F D E 
P O S IT O R S
ABSOLUTE

W HO

OUR C A P IT A L
OF

C O N S ID E R

SAFETY
AND

$110,000.00

F IR S T .

SUR PLU S

G UARANTEES

T H A T S A FE TY , AN D OUR
TEREST

Agency for Universal

RATE

IS T H E

H IG H -

Away

BREAKFAST FOODS
TEAS, COFFEES
AND COCOAS

THE NEW IDEA
New Idea Patterns only 10 cents.
Story and Fashion magazine with pattern free
15 cents.

7275— Lzdies’ Coat

7305— Ladle*' Waist

Sizes 32, 34, 36. 38, 40,
42 inches bust
measure.

Sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40,
42, 44 inches bust
measure.

0504— Misses’ Skirt

730*— Ladles’ Skirt

Size- 14,16,18
Years.

Sizes 22, 24, 26, 28.30
inches waist meas
ure.

, NEW SPRING GOODS
Ginghams, Percales, Long Cloth,
Sheetings, Hamburgs, Allovers.

F E R R IS W A IS T S

25c, 50c, $1.00.
CARIBOU Y A R N - A L L WOOL
$1.00 a Pound.

SUCH SAFETY.

t

9

I
r

|

Phillips National

C. M. HOYT
Farmers' telephone

No. 2 Beal Block,

Phillips, Me.

Walter S. Toothaker.
Tuere w as'
quite a large attendance of the child-1
ren and their parents.
A
short
Did someone forget to give you *
musical
program
was
rendered, watch or d.d you forget to buy oDe for
games played and refreshments serv somebody? Now is your chance. Bj
ed, and all present pronounced it a co-operation with the factories we have
very enjoyable time.
The League been able to arrange for this sale.
plans on holding these socials quite
First callers have first choice, so call
frequently during the winter.
early.
Mr. and Mrs. Abel Holt of Dixfield
were the guests of the latter’s sist
A. G. CRONKHITE,
er, Mrs. John Holman at Jay recent
ly.
PHILLIPS,
- MAW
Mr. and Mrs. B. R. Keyes return
ed to their home in
Chesterville
Monday after a few days’ visit with
All Kinds of
their son, Prof. M. R. Keyes
and
Cord Wood
family.

JANUARY SALE OF WATCHES!

And

Stove W ood

New
Slack Salted

1 FRESH OYSTERS
35c and 50c Molasses

!

AT

BLOATERS!

B. S . BEEDY’S

BEAN’S
I
TOOTHAKER’ S HOT FRANKFORTsj

PHILLIPS, -

MAINE

NOTICE

Please address all communications
to New Sharon, Maine and receive
prompt and careful attention.

CASH STORE

Bank

. m

BUTTERICK PATTERNS IN STOCK

E S T R A T E C O N S IS T E N T W IT H

Steam Latin drav.

Open Saturday
Evenings.

IN 

V arished

M en
an d
w om en
havingbackache,
rh e u m a tism , s tiff and sw ollen jo in ts are
honestly
glad to know
th a t
F o le y
K id n e y P ills are su ccessfu l e v e ry w h e re
In d rivin g o u t th ese ills.
T h is is b e 
cause F o le y K id n e y P ills are a
true
m edicine and quickly e ffe c tiv e
in
all
diseases th a t re su lt from w e a k in a c tiv e
kidneys an d utjinary) irre gu latio n s.

8 - Go.

S edgeley

S U B S C R IB E
W OODS

NOW

AND
LOCAL

FOR

READ
NEW S.

M A IN E

ALL

THE

Pickled Salmon j
and Mackerel T
Phone 39-12

f

FRANK F. GRAVES,

R egistered O p tom etrist

You w a n t to advertise where y*1
can aet the best results from money

